


EPILEPSY WARNING

PLEASE READ THIS NOTICE BEFORE PLAYING THIS GAME OR BEFORE 
ALLOWING YOUR CHILDREN TO PLAY. 

Certain individuals may experience epileptic seizures or loss of 
consciousness when subjected to strong, flashing lights for long 
periods of time. Such individuals may therefore experience a seizure 
while operating computer or video games. This can also affect 
individuals who have no prior medical record of epilepsy or have 
never previously experienced a seizure. 

If you or any family member has ever experienced epilepsy symptoms 
(seizures or loss of consciousness) after exposure to flashing lights, 
please consult your doctor before playing this game. 

Parental guidance is always suggested when children are using a 
computer and video games. Should you or your child experience 
dizziness, poor eyesight, eye or muscle twitching, loss of 
consciousness, feelings of disorientation or any type of involuntary 
movements or cramps while playing this game, turn it off immediately 
and consult your doctor before playing again. 

PRECAUTIONS DURING USE: 

•	 Do not sit too close to the monitor. 
•	 Sit as far as comfortably possible. 
•	 Use as small a monitor as possible. 
•	 Do not play when tired or short on sleep. 
•	 Take care that there is sufficient lighting in the room. 
•	 Be sure to take a break of 10-15 minutes every hour. 

USE OF THIS PRODUCT IS SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE OF THE SINGLE 
USE SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT
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W e lc o m e  to  D i s t a n t  Wo r l D s !
Distant Worlds is a vast real-time 4X space strategy game in which you, the 
player, must lead a space civilization, controlling its diplomacy, economy, 
military and technology. the victory and even survival of your civilization is 
completely in your hands!

Distant Worlds is about the grandest of grand strategy on the most epic of 
scales: galaxies with up to 1,400 star systems and 50,000 planets, moons, 
asteroids, space creatures and dozens of other civilizations!

as leader of your civilization, you must explore, colonize, fight, engage other 
civilizations in diplomacy, build, research and send agents on espionage, all 
with one goal in mind: to dominate the galaxy!

Your empire is divided in two sections: the state, which you control, and the 
private sector, which you do not. You have four basic tasks: explore the galaxy, 
colonize new planets, construct new ships, and defend your empire.

the Full series: Distant Worlds, return of the shakturi, legends, shadows and universe

Distant Worlds: Universe includes all previous Distant Worlds releases as 
well as new features and improvements. the Distant Worlds series started 
with the original Distant Worlds. the first expansion to Distant Worlds, return 
of the shakturi, came with many improvements and an expanded storyline. 
the second expansion, legends, includes many improvements to make 
Distant Worlds more rich and immersive, including new special events and 
faction-specific victory conditions. the third expansion, shadows, expanded 
the gameplay to allow you to play as a space-based (non-planetary) “Pirate” 
empire and also added the pre-hyperspace era and storyline. You can play a 
game with the full storyline, none of it, or only part of it, based on your choices 
when creating a new game and you can also turn on or off disasters, events 
and the special victory conditions.

Distant Worlds: Universe includes all of these improvements and storylines 
and allows you to choose from preset games that reflect the experience of 
each previous release, or setup a completely custom game with your choice of 
settings. Distant Worlds: Universe also adds a new “ancient Galaxy” storyline 
and opens up Distant Worlds completely for mods and new storylines and 
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scenarios, allowing you and the rest of the Distant Worlds community to 
carry the story of Distant Worlds forward to the galaxies of your imagination.

this manual is updated to reflect the series as of the release of Distant 
Worlds: Universe.

W h at ’ s  N e W  i N  D i s t a n t  Wo r l D s :  U n i v e r s e
 } the entire Distant Worlds series in one package! universe includes 

the original Distant Worlds, return of the shakturi, legends, 
shadows and the new universe expansion!

 } comprehensive Modding and customization support: allows 
adding/removing/changing most items: resources (including new 
colony-manufactured resources), ship components, planetary 
facilities and wonders, fighter designs, alien races and race 
families, diplomatic dialog, empire policy, custom characters, ship 
and base design templates, governments, plagues, research tech 
trees and more

 } can customize most of the images used in the game: ships and 
bases, fighters, alien races, planetary facilities and wonders, 
characters, troops, components, resources, ancient ruins, 
planets, stars, asteroids, animated in-game effects and more

 } use a previously saved and editor-customized game as a map for 
a new game (instead of generating a new galaxy)

 } Powerful new event system accessible from a considerably-
upgraded Game editor. set up your own storyline in a custom 
map with triggered events and custom victory conditions

 } add story triggers on specific in-game objects or events, 
executing one or more actions on other in-game objects (either 
immediately or delayed)

 } can replace most of the user interface icons and sound effects

 } add your own custom help files to the in-game Galactopedia

 } switch between different customization sets with a couple of 
mouse clicks from the main game menu
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 } a comprehensive 100-page modding Guide (separate from 
this manual) that outlines how to make mods and explains 
all of the settings in detail

 } a new official storyline built using the new modding capabilities, 
covering the first war between the Freedom alliance and the 
shaktur axis, in which you have access to the tech required to build 
your own planet destroyers, establish the ancient Guardians and 
research and deploy the Xaraktor virus.

D i s t a n t  Wo r l D s  Bac k G r o u N d  i N fo r m at i o N
sPoiler alert: If you have not yet played through all the Distant Worlds 
storylines, this section will contain some spoilers, so if you prefer to discover 
the stories in the game then skip to the next section. If you prefer to learn 
more about the setting before playing, then read on.

u N i v e r s e
Distant Worlds: Universe tells the story of the ancient Galaxy, during the 
first war with the shakturi. during this time, the shakturi first arrived in our 
galaxy from the nearby galaxy and the resulting catastrophic war between 
the shaktur axis and the Freedom alliance left the few survivors to rediscover 
faster than light travel. this era takes place in the distant past, roughly five 
hundred years before the original Distant Worlds storyline.

s h a d o W s
Distant Worlds: shadows takes place during the age of shadows, the 
time period after the cataclysm that befell the galaxy at the end of the first 
Great war against the shakturi but before the previous planetary empires 
recovered enough to return to space and rediscover their history.

after the first Great war between the Freedom alliance and the shakturi, the 
remaining fragments of civilization in the galaxy collapsed and those who 
remained found themselves engaged in a desperate struggle for survival that 
at times looked certain to fail. as they realized the terrible fate that had been 
unleashed on them, the shakturi went on a final rampage that was halted only 
as the last of them perished to the virus. the Xaraktor virus itself was still 
actively spread through its genetically engineered carriers for many years 
after the shakturi themselves were eradicated from the galaxy.
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the planets themselves were the worst affected, as multiple waves of 
plague swept over them through decades, as the kaltors continued their 
grim work. along with the terrible casualties, most of what was previously 
known was lost.

only in space did some knowledge survive. Here the few remnants of the 
fleets of the Freedom alliance and the shaktur axis initially continued to fight 
each other as well as the kaltors. they recognized that the planets, where 
the plague was still active, held no future for them. attempts to recolonize or 
restore civilization during this time all failed. they realized that to survive, they 
needed to remain in space, to remain mobile and evade the kaltors until the 
planets themselves were either free of plague or devoid of population.

over generations, these nomadic survivors scavenged, built and re-built their 
ships and bases many times. Many perished, but more survived and while 
they were unable to maintain the level of technology that had once been, they 
still knew how to travel faster than light, how to exist in space, to mine for the 
resources the needed and how to build fast and powerful ships that could 
protect them from the kaltors and other menaces.

over time they also lost their common identity and separated into smaller 
factions, each with different goals. some, following blindly in the footsteps 
of their Freedom alliance ancestors, foresaw a future where they would be 
able to once again establish a more orderly galaxy, with colonized planets, 
trade and an organized military. others, either because of the trials they had 
been through or because of their origins with the shaktur axis, were more 
concerned with raiding, pillaging and destroying what was left, until they 
would sit alone as the final survivors of a dying galaxy. these then, are the 
“pirates” of the age of shadows.

on the planets, over many generations the virus finally went dormant, 
allowing civilization a chance to re-establish itself. the kaltors themselves 
became more rare, largely because of the actions of the survivors in space, 
but also bred and mutated across generations until they also no longer 
carried the virus. the planetary survivors multiplied and with the help of a 
few remaining stories and the ruins of their ancestors, rebuilt a basic level of 
technology and began to repopulate their worlds.

the space-based survivors were busy enough surviving and fighting each 
other that at first the recovery that was taking place on the few remaining 
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inhabited worlds went unnoticed, but eventually the exploration ships of the 
pirates discovered that the worlds the previously thought to be tombs now 
had the beginnings of new civilizations, already with population in numbers 
that far exceeded the survivors in space, but with technology that was much 
more primitive. the response of the pirates to these newly discovered 
planets varied, and in some cases they simply ignored them while they dealt 
with their own problems. For the most part though, they made contact, in 
some cases peaceful to trade for resources and food, in others hostile to 
pillage and take what they would in goods and slaves.

this is where the age of shadows in the game begins. the planetary 
civilizations have regained enough technology to return to space, but only 
within their systems. the pirates have better technology and knowledge of 
the galaxy. two futures are possible. the first is one where the planetary 
civilizations expand into space and regain a measure of their former glory, 
following along the original storyline. the second though, is a very different 
future, where the pirate factions are able to manage the rise of the planetary 
civilizations, control them, exploit them and eventually conquer them to 
establish an entirely different kind of galactic order, depending on which type 
or pirate emerges triumphant.

the age of shadows, in short, is a struggle for survival and an ongoing 
battle to determine the future of the galaxy. will it be a strong, united and 
advanced galaxy that the shaktur find on their eventual return, or simply 
smouldering ashes?

D i s t a n t  Wo r l D s  a N d  r e t u r N  o f  t h e  s h a k t u r i
the original Distant Worlds and the first expansion, return of the shakturi, 
continue the story once the planetary civilizations have returned to the stars 
and pushed back the pirate factions. this is considered the “classic era”. 
exploration, research and conquest increase the power and knowledge of 
these civilizations until they approach the level of their ancestors. However, 
they still may not be strong enough to survive the return of the shakturi.

l e G e N d s
legends continues the story after the second Great war against the shakturi, 
with the addition of a long-forgotten menace that could destroy most life in 
the galaxy as well as new events and disasters as well as faction-specific 
victory conditions.
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h o W  to  W i N
the player wins by doing one of the following, depending upon the victory 
conditions the player chooses prior to the game: (1) controlling a selected 
percentage of the total galactic territory, (2) ruling a certain percentage of the 
galactic population, (3) generating a certain percentage of the galactic economy, 
or by simply having the greatest strategic value (4) at the pre-set time limit for 
the game. these victory conditions are normally combined and compared to a 
victory threshold. the first to meet the threshold level is the victor.

In addition, if you are playing with the return of the shakturi storyline or the 
ancient Galaxy storyline, there may be alternate victory conditions triggered 
by certain storyline events. these replace the normal victory conditions.

In addition, with the legends expansion there are race-specific victory 
conditions that allow you to earn victory by playing to the background and 
storyline of each of the possible races. these are intended to be used in 
conjunction with the territory, Population and economy victory conditions, but 
can also be used on their own depending on the player’s preference.

In addition, with the shadows expansion, the Pirate space-based factions 
have their own unique victory conditions, based on whether you choose to be 
Pirate, raider, Mercenary or smuggler. these affect the game similarly to the 
race-specific victory conditions introduced in Distant Worlds: legends.
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at any point in the game, the player may press v, which brings up the empire 
comparisons and victory conditions screen. this is an overview of the 
player’s empire and a comparison to other empires. this screen shows 
graphs which the player’s relative strength in several categories compared to 
all other known empires. these areas include population, territory, economy, 
strategic value and military strength. all known colonies are also ranked by 
strategic value and a list of the top ten colonies can be displayed with the “top 
colonies” tab.

important Note: when playing as a planetary empire, you are only 
competing against other planetary empires in terms of victory conditions. 
when playing as a space-based pirate empire, you are only competing 
against other pirate empires in terms of victory conditions.

victory conditions are outlined as well, and this screen shows the empire 
nearest to attaining victory and shows how the total victory level is calculated.
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t u to r i a l s
click on the tutorial button to select and begin 
either the basic tutorial or a more advanced 
tutorial. there is also a tutorial on how to Play 
as a Pirate and a Pre-Hyperspace Planetary 
empire. we strongly recommend playing 
through these entirely, especially if you don’t 
plan to read through the entire manual before 
playing.

s t a r t  N e W  G a m e
click on “start new Game” to begin a new game of Distant Worlds.

Your first choice is which era and what type of empire to play. for your first 
game, we strongly recommend playing in the classic era, or as a 
standard empire in the age of shadows. these are the easiest places 
to start. the most challenging options are to Play as a Pirate and the ancient 
Galaxy. For Pirates, the age of shadows is easier than the classic age. For normal 
Planetary empires, the classic era is easier than the age of shadows.

You can also choose to play a custom Game as a standard empire or a Pirate 
Faction. these options allow you complete control over the game setup and 
storylines and will remember your last settings. once you have tried the 
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presets, the custom Game will give you much more freedom and 
choice in how to setup your game.

If you choose one of the preset options, you will either start your game 
immediately, or be presented with a single screen of choices before your 
game starts. we’ll go through the options for a custom Game below, which 
will also explain the preset customization choices.

once this first choice is made, the player will be brought to a screen in which 
they can customize the galaxy in which to play. Here, the player is able to 
customize the galaxy’s size in terms of stars and sectors, the difficulty level, 
the prevalence of habitable planets, levels of alien life and pirates, speed of 
research, and levels of aggression in other civilizations. If you want more 
conflict, increase the aggression setting, if you want to focus on peaceful 
expansion and trade, keep it low.

these settings have a great impact in determining your game experience. 
Make sure you set them to your preferences and try different settings if you 
haven’t found the right combination yet for your play style.
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we recommend leaving them on the default settings for your first game. that 
experience should give you a good idea of which settings you like and which 
you might want to change.

For a more challenging game, consider increasing the difficulty and also 
setting the expansion of the other empires to ‘Young” while keeping your own 
at “starting” on the following setup screens.

the difficulty setting as of the Distant Worlds: shadows expansion is much 
more comprehensive. experienced players will find that increasing difficulty 
by just one setting will result in a much more challenging game against the aI.

there is also an option to allow difficulty to scale as you near victory, which 
can make things much more interesting in the end game, as well as an option 
to prevent destroyed pirates being replaced by new pirate factions.

also, the player can customize the shape of the galaxy. there are six possible 
shapes from which to choose:
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elliptical classic spiral shape, two large nebula cloud arms winding 
out from center, dense core, distinct outer rim of stars.

spiral two large nebula cloud arms winding out from the center, 
dense core, two-armed spiral formation, no outer rim.

ring dense perimeter, scattered formations within perimeter.

irregular no fixed shape or structure, stars and nebula clouds 
spread evenly throughout the galaxy.

even clusters cluster galaxies have groups of stars clustered together 
in constellations. even clusters means that each cluster is 
approximately the same size.

varied clusters cluster galaxies have groups of stars clustered together in 
constellations. varied clusters means that cluster sizes are 
varied – some are small, while others are large.

the next screen allows customization of colonization and territory behaviour. 
the first two settings allow you to adjust the prevalence of colonisable 
planets and independent alien life.
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colony Influence range determines the size of the territory an inhabited 
colony influences. this range determines the “borders” of your sphere of 
influence in Distant Worlds.

Finally, colonization range limits allow an additional limitation beyond fuel 
range on how far from its existing colonies an empire is allowed to colonize 
a new planet.

after the player has designed the galaxy to their liking, the next screen 
allows him to choose his race from among the twenty playable races in 
Distant Worlds. each race has a set of unique abilities, including in some 
cases unique technologies, special events and bonuses, unique government 
types, strategic resource bonuses and victory conditions (if the race-
specific victory conditions are enabled). the Humans are a fairly balanced 
race, while some others are more specialized to a particular playstyle. the 
possible playstyles resulting from race, government and galaxy setting 
combinations are almost limitless.
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when playing as a space-based Pirate empire, the choice of which is your 
faction’s starting primary race is relevant only in terms of the characteristics, 
bonuses and special technologies. In some cases, certain Pirate playstyles 
are unavailable to some primary races.

the next step is to customize the empire: its name, its flag, its race, its size 
and age, its starting location in the galaxy, the harshness or fecundity 
of its home system, the type of government, the level of corruption (this 
includes all manner of waste and inefficiency as an empire grows) and the 
level of technological advancement at the game’s beginning. each race and 
government type combination can also create a very different gameplay 
experience. Make sure you review the different choices on this screen as well 
and explore combinations you haven’t tried to find your favorite.

when playing as a pirate, instead of choosing from the same government 
options as a planetary empire, you need to choose a playstyle. the possible 
choices are Balanced, which means that you have no special bonuses or 
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penalties and have the option to do a bit of everything, raider, Mercenary or 
smuggler. each of these choices is explained on the screen.

the next screen allows the player specify their opponents: their number, their 
names, their sizes and races, government types, proximity to the player’s 
home system, and their technology levels. or, if the player has no preferences 
about their opponents, they may choose to simply automate their creation. 
this allows you a great deal of flexibility in determining what kind of opponents 
you will face and how the game will unfold.

It is possible to create a galaxy with entirely peaceful, passive races where 
the game will be focused on trade and economic victory. It is likewise possible 
to create a galaxy where a few races face off against a well-established and 
very hostile alien race, and just about any combination in between. allowing 
your opponents to be automatically generated preserves the mystery as you 
will discover them through exploration, but a customized galaxy will often give 
you a better guarantee of the type of gameplay you prefer.
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the final screen before the game commences is the victory conditions 
screen. Here the player can decide “how to win” (see above). the player can 
choose not only the criterion by which the game is decided, but also the level 
of dominance at said criterion that determines victory.

the available criteria are territory, population, economy, race-specific victory 
conditions and time limit. the player can also choose to have victory conditions 
only apply after a certain time period has passed; this way, the game will not end 
prematurely in the early stages of the game when the balance of power often 
fluctuates wildly. once the player has made their selections, the game begins!

the player can also choose to turn off the storyline and the various possible 
special events or only enable part of it, using the settings on this screen. 
enabling the storyline can make the game much more exciting, but for pure 
sandbox play or for modded games, you may wish to turn it off.

when playing in the age of shadows, you will also have the option to turn on 
the shadows story events. these relate mainly to the pre-hyperspace era 
and the interaction between the space-based and planetary empires.
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If you are playing as a Pirate, by default your faction will use the Pirate-specific 
victory conditions. these vary based on the pirate playstyle you chose. the 
return of the shakturi storyline is also unavailable when playing as a pirate, 
but all other options are available.

there are also several available alternative modes of playing Distant Worlds, 
during which the player is advised to automate all activity. these include 
playing as a ship captain; as a fleet admiral; locking on a ship and supervising 
it; playing as a bounty hunter in search of pirates; automating everything 
except espionage and playing as a “spy master;” or building a secret 
construction project. For more information on these alternative modes of 
game play, consult the Galactopedia. there are many ways of conquering 
the universe!

G ov e r N m e N t s  a N d  r ac e s
there are 20 races from which to choose at the beginning of a new game. 
each race has its own unique characteristics, prejudices, advantages 
and disadvantages over others. the player’s diplomatic relations with 
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other empires will be affected by both their own race and that of the 
other players. the player’s choice of race, because of its diplomatic and 
other implications, can deeply affect the outcome of the game and should 
therefore factor into one’s strategy. For example, if the victory conditions 
set are to achieve a certain population level, it is advantageous to select 
a race that reproduces at a high rate. what follows is a brief list of the 
major characteristics of each race; a more extensive treatment of each is 
available in the Galactopedia.

Please note that many races and government types received balance 
adjustments during the development of Distant Worlds: shadows, so some 
of the details may be different from what you may be familiar with from 
previous Distant Worlds releases.

Name GeNeral 
characteristics

victorY coNditioNs 
aNd sPecial rules characters keY 

resources

ackdarian amphibian, ocean 
Planets, reproduce at a 
19% rate (default), quite 
intelligent, very passive, 
very cautious, quite 
friendly, very dependable, 
gifted scientists, master 
engineers, special 
technology: turbothruster 
er7 (Main thrust engine),

want to control ocean 
colonies and build the 
largest ships, slower 
at colonizing desert 
and volcanic planets

More likely 
to generate 
colony 
Governors

nepthys 
wine, 
ucantium 
Pearl, steel

atuuk ursidian, continental 
Planets, reproduce at 28%, 
extremely stupid, quite 
aggressive, extremely 
reckless, extremely 
friendly, very dependable, 
naturally optimistic.

Must keep their 
homeworld and 
have a large, happy 
population. luddites. 
slow builders.

More likely 
to generate 
Generals, 
less likely 
to generate 
scientists.

caguar Fur, 
chromium, 
rephidium 
ale

Boskara Insectoid, volcanic Planets, 
reproduce at 24%, 
moderately intelligent, 
extremely aggressive, very 
reckless, quite unfriendly, 
very unreliable, warrior 
class, fierce rivalry, special 
government: hive mind. 
special technology: shaktur 
Firestorm.

destroy enemy 
ships, bases, and 
troops, enslave or 
exterminate their 
people, control their 
homeworlds.

More likely: 
admirals and 
Generals, 
less likely: 
ambassadors, 
Governors, 
scientists

aculon, 
emeros 
crystal, 
rephidium 
ale
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dhayut Insectoid, desert Planets, 
reproduce at 12%, quite 
intelligent, very aggressive, 
slightly reckless, extremely 
unfriendly, extremely 
unreliable, fierce rivalry, 
special technology: velocity 
drive st3 hyperdrive.

Must keep their 
homeworld, conquer 
and enslave enemy 
colonies and people, 
regular change 
cycle increases 
aggression and 
population growth

More likely: 
admirals, 
less likely: 
ambassadors

wiconium, 
tyderios, 
osalia

Gizurean Insectoid, volcanic Planets, 
reproduce at 30%, quite 
stupid, quite aggressive, 
quite cautious, extremely 
unfriendly, very unreliable, 
master engineers, special 
government: hive mind.

Build the universal 
Hive, keep your 
leader alive, Build a 
large military and 
use it, control many 
volcanic colonies, 
Faster builders, 
regular change cycle 
increases population 
growth

More likely: 
Generals, 
less likely: 
ambassadors, 
no 
replacement 
Possible: 
leader

nekros 
stone, 
Iridium

haakonish reptilian, Marshy swamp 
Planets, reproduce at 
16%, quite intelligent, 
quite aggressive, very 
cautious, very unfriendly, 
cunning schemers, 
master engineers, special 
government: mercantile 
guild, special technology: 
mega-density fuel cell.

successful 
espionage and 
counter-espionage, 
trade, control 
restricted 
resources, larger 
military ships

More likely: 
Intelligence 
agents, 
scientists, 
less likely: 
ambassadors, 
bonus 
Intelligence 
agent

Ilosian Jade, 
Polymer, 
Falajian 
spice

human Humanoid, continental 
Planets, reproduce at 
18%, quite intelligent, 
quite aggressive, quite 
cautious, quite friendly, 
very dependable, cunning 
schemers, gifted scientists, 
special government: 
corporate nationalism

control continental 
colonies, make 
Form alliances, Be 
victorious when at 
war, Build trade and 
tourism

More likely: 
ambassadors, 
Governors, 
scientists, 
Intelligence 
agents, less 
likely: admirals, 
Generals

Yarras 
Marble, 
emeros 
crystal, 
Gold

ikkuro ursidian, continental 
Planets, reproduce at 
16%, quite intelligent, 
quite aggressive, quite 
cautious, quite unfriendly, 
quite unfriendly, quite 
dependable, master 
engineers, warrior class, 
natural merchants, special 
technology: s2F7 repairBot.

control continental 
colonies, build 
space Ports, Form 
alliances, keep 
military casualties 
to a minimum, Fast 
builders, colonization 
technology experts

no modifiers Megallos 
nut, lead, 
osalia
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ketarov ursidian, Marshy swamp 
Planets, reproduce at 
16%, quite intelligent, 
extremely passive, very 
cautious, quite unfriendly, 
extremely unreliable, 
cunning schemers, special 
government: corporate 
nationalism

successful 
espionage and 
counter-espionage, 
avoid war, but 
maintain a large 
military, smaller 
civilian ships

More likely: 
Intelligence 
agents, 
less likely: 
scientists, 
bonus 
Intelligence 
agents

ekarus 
Meat, 
carbon 
Fibre, vodkol

kiadian Humanoid, continental 
Planets, reproduce at 18%, 
very intelligent, slightly 
aggressive, very cautious, 
slightly friendly, extremely 
dependent, gifted scientists, 
master engineers, special 
technology: shadowGhost 
ecM 2000.

Maintain long-
term treaties, 
Be trustworthy, 
research

More likely: 
scientists, 
Intelligence 
agents, less 
likely: Generals

natarran 
Incense, 
Polymer, 
rephidium 
ale

mortalen reptilian, desert Planets, 
reproduce at 16%, 
moderately intelligent, 
very aggressive, quite 
reckless, very unfriendly, 
very unreliable, warrior 
class, fierce rivalry, special 
technology: swift vector 
5000 (vectoring engine)

Have the best 
admirals and 
Generals, destroy 
enemy troops, 
subjugate their 
empires and conquer 
their colonies

More likely: 
admirals, 
Generals, 
less likely: 
ambassadors, 
scientists

dantha Fur, 
wiconium, 
silicon

Naxxilian reptilian, Ice Planets, 
reproduce at 23%, 
slightly stupid, very 
aggressive, very cautious, 
quite unfriendly, quite 
dependable, warrior class.

control ice and 
continental colonies, 
form alliances, export 
your culture, Higher 
tourism, armor tech 
disallowed, slow to 
colonize volcanic 
planets

no modifiers Jakanta 
Ivory, 
tyderios, 
vodkol

Quameno amphibian, ocean 
Planets, reproduce at 
14%, extremely intelligent, 
extremely passive, very 
cautious, very unfriendly, 
extremely dependable, 
gifted scientists, special 
government: technocracy. 
special technology: 
novacore nX-700 (reactor 
Hyper Fusion)

avoid wars, avoid 
treaties and alliances, 
research, research, 
research!

More likely: 
ambassadors, 
scientists, 
ambassadors 
are linguists, 
less likely: 
admirals, 
Generals

aquasian 
Incense, 
Polymer
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securan Humanoid, desert 
Planets, reproduce 
at 27%, moderately 
intelligent, very passive, 
quite reckless, quite 
friendly, very dependable, 
natural optimists, special 
government: utopian 
paradise.

Build resort bases, 
form alliances, 
Promote tourism 
and Happiness, 
regular change cycle 
increases happiness 
and population 
growth, Higher 
tourism

More likely: 
ambassadors, 
Intelligence 
agents, less 
likely: admirals, 
Generals

wiconium, 
natarran 
Incense, 
osalia

shandar reptilian, volcanic Planets, 
reproduce at 21%, slightly 
stupid, quite passive, 
quite cautious, slightly 
friendly, quite dependable, 
natural optimists, special 
government: utopian 
paradise.

Be happy and 
have lots of luxury 
resources, control 
volcanic colonies and 
Build the lava Palace 
resort wonder, slow 
to colonize ocean 
and Ice planets, avoid 
disasters on volcanic 
planets

More likely: 
ambassadors, 
Governors, 
less likely: 
admirals, 
Generals

otandium 
opal, osalia, 
aculon

sluken Insectoid, Marshy swamp 
Planets, reproduce at 
21%, quite intelligent, 
very aggressive, slightly 
cautious, very unfriendly, 
very unreliable, warrior 
class, fierce rivalry, 
special government: hive 
mind, special technology: 
starBurner XX-12 (Main 
thrust engine)

control Marshy 
swamp and 
continental colonies, 
Maintain the largest 
ground forces, Faster 
troop regeneration

More likely: 
admirals, 
Generals, 
less likely: 
ambassadors

chromium, 
Falajian 
spice, 
Questurian 
skin

teekan rodent, desert Planets, 
reproduce at 19%, 
quite stupid, extremely 
passive, quite reckless, 
quite friendly, extremely 
dependable, industrious 
miners, natural merchants, 
special government: 
Mercantile Guild.

Make money through 
trade and the private 
economy, avoid 
war, annihilate the 
hated sand slugs, 
smaller military 
ships, larger civilian 
ships, Faster builders, 
Good traders, High 
Migration rate

no modifiers silicon, 
dantha Fur

ugnari rodent, Ice Planets, 
reproduce at 14%, quite 
stupid, very passive, very 
reckless, quite friendly, 
extremely unreliable, 
industrious miners, 
natural optimists, special 
government: mercantile 
guild.

control Ice colonies, 
complete High tech 
research, trade, 
Mine resources, 
Fast builders, Good 
traders, avoid 
disasters on Ice 
colonies

less likely: 
ambassadors

terallion 
down, 
aculon, 
tyderios
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Wekkarus amphibian, ocean Planets, 
reproduce at 16%, 
moderately intelligent, very 
passive, quite cautious, 
very unfriendly, quite 
unreliable, industrious 
miners, natural merchants.

keep your 
homeworld, avoid 
war, trade and Mine 
resources, Build the 
underwater Palace 
wonder

More likely: 
Governors, 
scientists, less 
likely: admirals, 
Generals

Questurian 
skin, 
dilithium 
crystal, 
lead

Zenox rodent, continental 
Planets, reproduce at 
17%, quite intelligent, quite 
passive, very cautious, 
quite unfriendly, slightly 
dependable, natural 
optimists, master 
engineers, special 
government: technocracy, 
special technology: 
Megatron z4 (shields).

explore the galaxy 
and control colonies 
with ruins, keep 
military casualties 
to a minimum, Build 
the Galactic archives 
wonder, knowledge 
of additional historical 
locations

More likely: 
ambassadors, 
scientists, less 
likely: admirals, 
Generals

Bifurian 
silk, carbon 
Fibre, osalia

In addition to selecting a race, the player may select their government type. 
similarly, each government type has unique advantages and disadvantages 
which the player should take into account when formulating a strategy.

the six basic government types are available to all races and they are 
democracy, republic, feudalism, monarchy despotism and military dictatorship. 
Five government types are available only to certain races: mercantile guild, 
technocracy, corporate nationalism, hive mind and utopian paradise. Finally, 
two ancient governments must be rediscovered through the storyline before 
becoming available: the way of the ancients and the way of darkness.

each race, as noted above, has its own tendencies and its own preferences. 
this makes it even more important to consider race and government type in 
light of one another.

each form of government may influence the following factors either positively 
or negatively:

1. approval – the empire approval rating at each of the player’s colonies
2. Population growth rate at each colony
3. war weariness
4. research speed
5. corruption levels
6. Maintenance costs of ships, bases, and troops
7. troop recruitment at your colonies
8. trade income
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In addition, corporate nationalism removes the boundary between state and 
private income, but pays a price in the long-term effect on the private sectror.

each type of government has natural friends and enemies. thus, the 
player must choose their government wisely because it will strongly affect 
diplomacy throughout the game. while government type is not everything 
when it comes to diplomacy, it is an important factor which can make 
diplomatic relations either easier or more difficult.

what follows is a brief and imprecise comparison of the various government 
types. For more exhaustive detail, consult the Galactopedia.

corporate 
Nationalism

all excess private revenue is credited to state funds. all private 
expenses are paid out of state funds. over time, your economy 
gradually loses efficiency. Population growth is negatively 
impacted in the long run. this government type can provide a 
great deal of revenue in the short term, but is much less optimal 
as a long-term choice. It is also very difficult to switch away from 
and changing to a different government from this type could 
cause severe disruption to your empire.

democracy advantages: approval, population growth, corruption, colony 
income. disadvantages: war weariness, maintenance costs, 
troop recruitment.

natural friends: way of the ancients, democracies, republics, 
utopian paradises, monarchies, mercantile guilds. natural rivals: 
military dictatorships, despotisms, way of darkness.

despotism advantages: war weariness, maintenance costs. disadvantages: 
corruption, approval, research speed.

natural friends: war of darkness, military dictatorships, despotisms, 
monarchies. natural rivals: democracies, mercantile guilds.

feudalism advantages: troop recruitment, war weariness, maintenance 
costs. disadvantages: approval, research speed.

natural friends: monarchies, way of the ancients, feudalisms, 
republics, mercantile guilds.

hive mind advantages: corruption, war weariness, maintenance costs, 
approval rating.

natural friends: hive minds, way of darkness, democracies, 
republics. natural rivals: monarchies.
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mercantile 
Guild

advantages: maintenance, colony income.

natural friends: way of the ancients, democracies, mercantile 
guilds, republics, feudalisms, technocracies, utopian paradise. 
natural rivals: way of darkness, military dictatorship, despotisms.

military 
dictatorship

advantages: war weariness, troop recruitment, maintenance 
cost. disadvantages: approval.

natural friends: way of darkness, despotisms, military 
dictatorships. natural rivals: democracies, republics, utopian 
paradises, mercantile guilds, way of the ancients.

monarchy advantages: war weariness, troop recruitment.

natural friends: feudalisms, way of the ancients, monarchies, 
democracies, despotisms, republics. natural rivals: military 
dictatorships, hive minds.

republic advantages: corruption, research speed, colony income. 
disadvantages: maintenance costs.

natural friends: way of the ancients, democracies, republics, 
feudalisms, mercantile guilds, utopian paradises, monarchies. 
natural rivals: military dictatorships, despotisms, way of darkness.

technocracy advantages: corruption, research speed.

natural friends: way of the ancients, technocracies, democracies, 
utopian paradises, republics, mercantile guilds.

utopian 
Paradise

advantages: approval rating, population growth. disadvantages: 
war weariness, troop recruitment.

natural friends: way of the ancients, utopian paradises, 
democracies, republics. natural rivals: way of darkness, military 
dictatorships, hive minds, despotisms.

Way of 
darkness

advantages: war weariness, maintenance costs, population 
growth, research speed, troop recruitment.

natural friends: military dictatorships, despotisms. natural rivals: 
way of the ancients, democracies, republics, utopian paradises, 
way of darkness.

Way of the 
ancients

corruption, maintenance costs, approval rating, population 
growth, research speed, colony income.

natural friends: way of the ancients, democracies, republics, 
utopian paradises, monarchies, mercantile guilds. natural rivals: 
way of darkness, military dictatorships, hive minds, despotisms.
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the player can change governments at any time by accessing the empire 
summary screen (F6).

Below the colony Information panel is a dropdown list allowing the player 
to choose a new type of government. click “Have revolution” to change the 
government. Be advised, however, that changing one’s style of government 
can have serious negative effects on one’s empire: colony development levels 
will be set back, and some colonies may even decide to revolt!

P i r at e  P l a Y s t Y l e s
there are four different pirate playstyles to choose from. unlike Governments, 
you cannot change your playstyle within the game and it also defines your 
pirate victory conditions if you have those enabled. (see table)
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Balanced no unique advantages or disadvantages. victory conditions 
are varied, including colony control, income from protection 
agreements, capturing ships and bases, completing pirate attack 
missions and building a criminal network.

raider If your goal is chaos and destruction, this is the playstyle for you. 
victory conditions focus on raids, colony control, eliminating other 
pirate factions and building hidden pirate bases and fortresses.

mercenary Focused on the combat side of running a space-based empire. 
victory conditions include pirate defend and attack missions, 
capturing ships and bases, raids and building a criminal network.

smuggler More about trade than the other pirate playstyles. victory 
conditions include earning trade income, completing research, 
maintaining protection agreements, performing intelligence 
missions and building a criminal network.

Qu i c k  s t a r t
selecting “Quick start” on the Main Menu allows the player to jump into a 
preconfigured game with a minimal of setup. It will begin a new game, but 
without the option of customizing the galaxy, the player’s empire, their 
opponents or the victory conditions. Instead, the player must choose from 
a list of options.

random Both the galaxy and the player’s empire are randomized. the 
player may, however, select their empire’s race.

fast a small galaxy in which the player’s empire is tiny and their 
opponents are many.

epic an enormous galaxy in which the player has but one colony.

ring race a small ring galaxy. the player begins with one or two 
colonies clustered together and must expand around the ring.

conflict a small galaxy full of pirates and aggressive opponents ready 
for war.

expanding 
settlements

a standard galaxy, mostly already explored, with many fully 
mature empires.

expanding from 
the core

a standard galaxy in which civilizations are cramped together 
in the core and must expand outward.

fully developed – 
small

a small galaxy which has been completely colonized and divided 
up between the civilizations. the only way to expand is by war.
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fully developed – 
standard

a medium-sized galaxy completely colonized.

fully developed – 
large

a large galaxy completely colonized.

Galactic republic 
– supreme ruler

a standard galaxy in which the player rules a massive republic 
at the core and must engage smaller civilizations on the 
outskirts of the galaxy.

Galactic republic 
– Wild frontiers

a standard galaxy in which the player begins as a tiny empire 
on the outskirts of the galaxy and must take on a massive 
republic at the core.

sovereign 
territories – 
regional ruler

a standard galaxy ruled by various large and small empires. 
the player begins as a formidable regional power.

sovereign 
territories – 
minor faction

a standard empire ruled by several large empires. the player 
begins as a small civilization and must contend with regional 
powers.

loa d  G a m e
click on the load Game button to view a list of previously saved games. From 
this list, the player can load saved games.
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G a l ac to P e d i a
the Galactopedia is a unique feature of Distant Worlds. Few games, if any, have 
such an informative or detailed encyclopedia of help topics available for the player, 
and they are strongly advised to consult the Galactopedia early and often.

o P t i o N s
the options menu allows the 
player to modify the display 
settings, sound, automation 
and what types of messages 
the player wishes to receive.

d i s P l a Y  s e t t i N G s
Here, the player can control 
the scroll speed and zoom 
speed in the main view. Move 
the slider to the left to slow 
scrolling or zooming, and to 
the right to speed it up.

star density controls how many 
stars appear in the background 
star field of the Main view. Move 
the slider to the left for fewer 
stars and better performance, 

and to the right for more stars if you have a fast system. note that the background 
is purely for appearance; it has no function in the game. If you are playing on a 
slow system, we recommend increasing zoom and scroll speed and reducing 
star density.

clicking “advanced settings” will open a new 
window in which the player can control some 
of the finer details of the game’s appearance. 
the Maximum frame rate setting puts a limit on 
how many frames are displayed per second in 
the game. lowering the FPs can be of benefit on 
older machines or laptops that might overheat 
due to high cPu usage.
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the player may choose to turn off the display of system nebulae clouds. doing 
this will improve game performance. alternatively, the player can choose 
to adjust the level of detail shown in system nebulae clouds. Higher levels 
require faster multi-core cPu’s. If the player is using a single-core machine, 
this should be left set on low.

s o u N d
the player can adjust the volume of the music and of the sound effects to 
balance them to their liking. Moving the slider to the right increases the 
volume; to the left decreases the volume.

au to  s av e s
By default, Distant Worlds will save the game every 30 minutes. the player 
can adjust this interval down to as little as every 10 minutes or set it higher. on 
slow systems and large galaxy maps, saving the game may take a while. You 
can also choose whether you want the galaxy to be paused when you load an 
ongoing game from a save file.

m o u s e  s c r o l l - W h e e l  B e h av i o u r
In the options menu during the game, the player has the option of adjusting the 
mouse scroll-wheel behaviour by selecting from a list: no movement, move to 
selected item (scrolling the mouse wheel will cause Main view to center on the 
selected item), move to mouse cursor selection (scrolling the mouse wheel 
will zoom in or out from the galaxy location currently under the mouse cursor).

au to m at i o N
the player can select which, if any, of their 
leadership functions they would like to 
automate. the default setting is to automate 
most major tasks; as the player improves, 
they can give themselves more and more 
to manage. Game components which can 
be automated to various degrees include 
colonization, ship building, agent missions, 
and others.

not only can the player choose which 
aspects of the game to automate, but 
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they can also choose the level of the automation: something can be fully 
automated, not automated at all, or the artificial intelligence can merely make 
suggestions to the player. In selecting to automate certain things, the player 
can choose to focus on one particular aspect of the game, rather than having 
to micromanage every detail. Please also note the new “offer and accept 
Pirate Missions” automation option.

e m P i r e  s e t t i N G s
clicking on this button brings up a sub-screen with some important options. 
Here the player can set military options such as the default engagement 
stances, default fleet behaviour and how much of a firepower overmatch the 
player’s ships will seek to ensure when engaging an enemy. also, choosing 
to allow or disallow colonization and mining stations in systems belonging 
to other empires will affect how your private sector behaves and offers a 
balance between additional income and expansion versus diplomatic friction. 
Finally, the player can choose whether to automate the handling of new 
discoveries when exploring and whether or not newly build ships should be 
automated. suppressing all pop-up screens along with automatic resolution 
of new discoveries can allow a game to run unattended if desired.

these settings together can give you a great deal of control of your empire’s 
default behaviours, which can help make sure the game plays the way you 
want it to play.

m e s s aG e s
as the player’s empire grows, notable events will happen more rapidly and 
will become increasingly difficult to micromanage. the player receives, 
however, two different types of messages—pop-up messages and scrolling 
messages, both of which cover matters such as encountering new empires, 
treaty offers, colonizing new worlds, and notifications when the player is 
under attack. clicking on one of these messages will take the player directly 
to the location of the event. all messages are stored in the Message History 
screen, which can be accessed by pressing H, where the player can review 
past messages and go directly to any related locations in the galaxy. From 
this screen, the player can review individual messages by selecting them 
in the list at the left. the body of the message then appears in the middle of 
the screen. If a message has a related location in the galaxy, this location 
is displayed on the map at the right. the player can also jump directly to 
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this location in the main view by clicking the button below the galaxy map. 
normally battle messages are filtered out of this list, but the player can show 
these messages by enabling the “show Battle messages” checkbox.

some messages reveal previously unknown locations, which will then be—
for convenience’s sake—indicated in galaxy view by a dashed blue expanding 
“ping” circle. once these locations have been explored the “ping” circle will 
disappear.

as previously noted, the player can control which messages to receive in the 
options screen (the o key).

In the options screen, the player can decide which messages they want to 
receive. there are two kinds of messages that they will receive throughout 
gameplay: pop-up messages which require attention and scrolling 
messages at the top of the screen. there are up to 12 even types which 
prompt a message; player can decide what type of event merits a message.

a new setting also allows you to suppress all pop-up messages, if you’d 
rather they show up on the side rather than displaying a new window that 
requires your feedback. this can allow fully automated games to proceed 
without additional player input.
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c h a N G e  t h e m e

clicking this button enables the player to customize the Distant Worlds 
experience by switching between available mods or themes. the standard 
Distant Worlds theme is the default option. to change it to another theme, 
select it from a list and then click the “change theme” button. a summary 
of the selected theme will appear on the right. this screen will display any 
themes stored in the customization folder, under the root game folder. to add 
a new theme, create a new subfolder under the customization folder. the 
separate modding Guide explains what themes can do. almost 
anything in the game can be changed within a theme, allowing you 
to customize your game experience completely.

c r e d i t s
this button will scroll the credits along the right side of the Main Menu screen.

e x i t
click on the exit button to exit Distant Worlds back to windows.
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the main game screen displays stars, planets, moons, space ships and 
bases; it will hereafter be called Main view. In Main view, the player can zoom 
in and out from planet level to galaxy level and back by pressing page up and 
page down respectively. clicking on an item will select it; if, however, more than 
one ship or base is at a clicked location, a pop-up menu will appear listing all 
of the ships and bases at the location. the player can then select the desired 
ship or base from the pop-up menu. Hovering over an item will display a 
summary in the lower left quadrant of the screen.

You can use the mouse to move around, select items and give commands. 
Most commonly you will use the following actions:

moving the mouse pointer to the edge of the main screen will cause the 
view to move in that direction.

You can also move the main view by holding down the right mouse button 
while dragging.

hovering over an item in the main view displays summary information 
about the item at the bottom-middle of the screen.

left-clicking selects the item under the mouse pointer, displaying detailed 
information in the selection Panel at the bottom left of the screen.

the main view
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right-clicking displays a pop-up menu with actions appropriate to the 
selected item, or if no item is selected it centers the view on the mouse 
pointer position.

the mouse scroll wheel zooms the main view in and out from 100% 
(individual planets and ships) to full galaxy view, and any zoom level in between.

at the top-left of the screen are buttons for the Game Menu (escape) and 
Galactopedia (F1). under these is the Pause/resume button (spacebar) 
and buttons to increase (+) or decrease (-) the game speed. under this is 
the current star date. at top-right is the current cash on hand, your current 
cashflow, and any bonus income you have received so far this year. under 
this is the name of the system you are viewing.

at the top of the screen is the scrolling message list, which displays the five 
most recent messages for the player. clicking on a message moves the 
screen to the location of the event or opens an appropriate screen.

Beneath this message list are buttons that open, respectively, the colony 
list, the expansion planner, the empire comparison and victory conditions, 
the empire policies, the game editor, the characters screen, the diplomacy 
screen, the empire summary screen, the research screen, the ship and base 
design screen, the build order screen, the construction yards screen, the 
ship and base list, the fleet screen and the troops screen.

e m P i r e  N av i G at i o N  to o l
at the left of the screen is the empire navigation tool. this is a set of scrollable 
lists that provide quick access to everything in your empire: colonies, space 
ports, fleets, potential colonies, potential mining stations, pirate missions, etc.

combining the empire navigation tool with the selection Panel and action 
buttons gives you one-click access to many common tasks, enabling you to 
easily manage most of your empire directly from the main screen.

For example, you can easily do the following tasks:

screen launch Buttons
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 } colonize new planets
 } build mining stations and other bases
 } construct new ships at your spaceports
 } select enemy targets to attack

the empire navigation tool provides lists for 
the following items in your empire:

 } colonies
 } characters
 } spaceports and construction Yards
 } Mining stations
 } construction ships
 } exploration ships
 } enemy targets
 } Fleets
 } Military ships
 } Pirate missions
 } Potential colonies
 } Potential mining stations
 } Potential research locations
 } Potential resort locations
 } special locations

click an icon to open a list. click the icon again to close it, or use the close icon 
at top right of the list.

each list can be scrolled up and down by clicking on the arrows at top and 
bottom, or by using the mouse scroll wheel while hovered over the list.

If you are zoomed out to Galaxy – or sector-level, as your mouse hovers 
over each item its location is ‘pinged’ in the galaxy with an expanding 
yellow circle.

click an item in a list to select it in the selection Panel below. You can then use 
the action buttons under the selection Panel to access common tasks for the 
selected item.

double-clicking an item in a list will move the main view to that item.

some of the lists allow you to multi-select ships (shift-click) and perform 
actions on them as a group. thus from the “Military ships” list you can shift-

the empire Navigation tool
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click items to select a group of military ships, and then form them into a fleet 
by clicking the “create new Fleet” action button below the selection Panel.

e N e m Y  t a r G e t s  l i s t
one notable list in the empire navigation tool is the enemy targets list. this 
list shows you all known enemy targets. clicking on a target will assign your 
nearest available fleet to attack it. right-clicking on a target that has a fleet 
assigned will cancel the attack.

If you have a fleet selected when you click a target, then the selected fleet will 
be assigned to attack the target. thus you can cycle through your fleets using 
the F key and assign attack targets by clicking in the enemy targets list.

clicking on a target that already has a fleet attacking it will instead select the 
assigned fleet. If you want to reassign the fleet you can then right-click the 
current target to cancel the attack and then click on the new target to attack it 
with the selected fleet.

P i r at e  m i s s i o N s  l i s t
new in Distant Worlds: Shadows are Pirate Missions, which can be either 
missions to attack, defend, or smuggle goods to a particular location. You 
can choose to accept any mission or ignore the ones you are not interested 
in. attack and defend missions may be bid on by multiple factions, so when 
you bid you will see a countdown to give other factions a chance to bid before 
the mission is awarded. smuggling missions, once accepted, become a 
priority goal for any smugglers in your pirate faction. those that manage to 
fulfil the mission before it expires will earn you a significant bonus for each 
delivered resource.

d i P lo m ac Y  a N d  a dv i s o r  m e s s aG e  l i s t
once your empire starts growing you’ll find that important events will be 
happening in lots of different places – it’ll become hard to keep track of it all.

to notify you of important events occurring 
throughout your empire several types of 
messages are sent to you:

 } diplomacy and advisor 
messages: appear in a stacked 
list at the right of the screen

diplomacy and advisor messages
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 } Popup messages: appear in a popup panel that slides in at the right 
of the screen

 } scrolling messages: these appear in the scrolling message list at 
the top of the screen

these messages cover matters like encountering new empires, treaty 
offers, colonizing new worlds, or notifications that you are under attack at a 
particular location.

clicking on the message will take you directly to the location of the event.

all messages that you receive are stored in the Message History screen 
(H key). Here you can review past messages and go directly to any related 
locations in the galaxy.

some messages reveal previously unknown locations. For your convenience, 
these locations are indicated in the galaxy view by a dashed blue expanding 
“ping” circle. once these locations have been explored the “ping” circle will 
disappear.

You can fine tune which types of messages you receive in the Game options 
screen (o key).

s e l ec t i o N  P a N e l
at the bottom-left is the 
selection Panel, which displays 
detailed information about 
the currently selected item. 
Buttons to the left and right 
allow the player to cycle 
through various items. at the 
top of the selection panel are 
the forward and back buttons 
for moving through a history 
of all items you have previously 
selected. some information in 
this panel is clickable, allowing 
the player to drill-down for 

further details on the selected item. For example, double-clicking on the name 
of a selected ship will bring up its detail screen. single clicking on the design 

the selection Panel
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name of a base will bring up its design screen. the player can also click the 
selection panel to center Main view on the currently selected item.

the two way arrow on the top right now increases or decreases the size of 
the selection panel. If you find the text too small to read comfortably, use this 
button to increase the size.

ac t i o N  B u t to N s
at the bottom of the selection Panel are a 
set of action buttons that are used to give 
commands to the selected ship, base, fleet 

or colony. this includes actions like refuelling, joining fleets, loading troops 
and construction.

at the bottom-right of Main view is a map of the surrounding area, or the 
minimap. when zoomed in to a system, it displays the surrounding planets 
and moons. when zoomed out to the galaxy it displays surrounding stars 
and nebula clouds.

the side of the Minimap includes buttons that set the level of your view. across 
the top are buttons that apply overlays to the map, each containing different 
information. In order, these are Fade civilian ships and Bases, Fleet Postures, 
travel vectors for state ships and Private ships, Potential colonies, scenic 
locations, Potential research locations, long range scanner coverage and 
sphere of empire Influence.

the area displayed in the Main view is represented by a light-blue rectangle 
on this map. clicking on the map will move this rectangle and the main view.

additionally in the Main view, colonies are 
displayed with a colored name badge, 
showing the colony name at the top. If 
the colony is the empire’s capital, a gold 
star also appears to the left of its name. 
any resources at a planet or moon are 
displayed in picture-form at the bottom-
right of the badge. the bottom left of the 
badge shows the dominant race of the 
colony along with a graph indicating the 
size and development of the population. 

action Buttons

the minimap
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the graph displays population size horizontally and 
development (%) vertically.

From the Game Menu, the 
player can load and save 

games, set game options and exit the game. the player 
can display the game menu by clicking the Game menu 
button (under the message list) or by pressing escape. 
the player, from this menu, may do one of the following: 
exit Distant Worlds, exit to Main Menu, load a game, save 
the game, save as, display the Game options screen, 
open the Game editor and cancel (close the Game Menu).

 

each of your colonies has a sphere of Influence, which you can see by 
turning on the map overlay. spheres of influence are not exactly the same 
as territory and borders, but they are very similar. any system you explore 
that is within your sphere of influence is considered to be under your control. 
other empires that are not at war with you will respect your control over 
those systems and avoid colonizing and building in such places.

 

colonization is one of the most important parts of Distant Worlds because it 
produces wealth, increases territory and grows the population, all three of 
which are potential ways to win. to colonize, the player must send colony 
ships. as the player’s technology improves they will be able to colonize more 
types of environments. colonizing a planet with a previous alien population 
is risky—the existing population may resist foreign rule—but may result in 
bonus population and wealth. the only way to colonize ocean, ice or volcanic 
planets is when they have an independent alien population. Planets with 
luxury resources are more profitable; a good strategy is to have secure 
access to at least ten different luxury resources to optimize colony growth. 
space ports in strategic locations also speed colony growth by conferring 

colony Name Badge
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bonuses on their home colonies and facilitating transportation and trade. 
consider carefully when colonizing in a system home to another empire—the 
empire will be offended and the colony may revolt against the player.

to maintain effective rule over a colony it is necessary to have the approval 
of the citizenry. several factors influence colony approval: (1) tax rate, (2) 
development level, (3) specialized facilities (i.e. medical and recreational 
facilities), (4) recent pirate raids, (5) resource shortages, (6) recent conquest 
of the colony, and also (7) the colony has significant population that is of a 
species that is at war with your faction. the presence of other empires’ 
colonies in the same system also adversely effects colony approval, as does 
war weariness. High colony approval encourages population growth.

colonies also require a steady supply of strategic resources in order to grow. 
If these resources are not delivered, in addition to decreased happiness, 
population growth in the colony will slow.

colony size is a factor in colony income; therefore, it is imperative to maximize 
the population in each colony. to do that, avoid high taxes and ensure a good 
supply of luxury resources. keep in mind, however, that population growth 
eventually reaches a natural limit which is determined by the type and size of 
the world in which it is located. once a colony’s population reaches one billion, 
a modicum of corruption inevitably sets in, hurting tax revenues.

as previously mentioned, approval rating is inversely proportional to tax rate, 
which can be anywhere from 0 to 40% of income. while the default setting is 
to have taxation automated, should the player choose to manage tax rates, 
they must be conscious of striking a balance between approval and tax rates. 
certain alien races are “natural merchants,” which means that they generate 
higher taxable incomes; additionally, certain government types have a natural 
trade bonus. the player should take both into account in formulating a strategy.

N o r m a l  a N d  P i r at e  e m P i r e  s u m m a r Y  a N d 
c o lo N Y  m a N aG e m e N t  s c r e e N s
Pressing F6 brings up the empire summary screen, which gives the player 
a quick overview of their empire. at the top of the screen is the name of the 
empire (the player can change this name simply by typing a new one here). 
the colony Information panel below this provides summary information 
for the player’s colonies and government type, including the bonuses and 
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handicaps brought by the current government type. this is an important 
source of useful information.

Please note that the economies for planetary empires and space-based 
pirate empires are very different. these screens explains your balance of 
revenue and expenses.

the Normal empire summary screen

the Pirate empire summary screen
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the button at the top right named “set empire Policy & automation” provides 
additional tools for fine control of your empire’s activities. scroll through the 
policies to see what the options are. You can leave them at the default settings 
or adjust them to whatever settings you desire. In combination with the other 
settings, this gives you a great deal of control over how much or how little 
“hands on” management your empire requires.

additionally, the colonies screen can be accessed from the Main view by the 
F2 key. at the top is a list of colonies and relevant statistics. the name of the 
colony is displayed at the middle-right of the screen and can be changed by 
typing a new one. directly beneath this name is the tax rate for the colony, 
which the player can adjust to their liking. at the bottom are tabs which display 
specific information about each colony: population, cargo, resources, troops, 
construction yard (what ships are being built there), and docking bay (which 
ships are docked there).

the empire Policy screen
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there is still a third way of viewing important colony information—the 
selection panel at the bottom-left of Main view. the player may use colony 
summary to find more information about specific colonies, such as 
population demographics, resources, value, Gross domestic Product, tax 
rates, construction projects, and what ships are docked there. a gold-star 
in the upper-left indicates that this colony is the empire’s capital. the empire 
owning the colony has its flag displayed at top-right. a planet summary is 
displayed at top-right.

Information on any shortage the colony is experiencing will also be detailed here.

c o lo N i Z i N G  N e W  P l a N e t s
the player should always be looking to expand his empire. a useful tool 
in this is the expansion Planner screen, which can be accessed by the 
corresponding button just below the messages at the top of the screen or by 
pressing F3. the purpose of the expansion Planner screen is to identify good 
locations for new colonies and mining stations. From this screen, the player 
can send out colony ships to colonize new planets, or send out construction 
ships to build new mining stations.

the colonies screen
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at the top of the screen is a list of the resources in the galaxy, along with current 
information on the supply and demand for that resource, including unfulfilled 
demand and resources in transit. this is a great way to get an overall view of 
the resource supply and demand for your empire and the galaxy as a whole.

In the middle of the screen is a list of potential targets for either colonization 
or resource exploitation. the player can change what type of information is 
displayed by selecting from the dropdown list. the default view is “potential 
colonies” the list can be sorted by any column and also filtered by any 
resource. Double-clicking on a column heading will clear any previous 
sorting and return to the default sort order. note that the list is color coded 
to show you whether potential colonies are in already colonized systems, 
in systems with pirates or other dangers, or of low enough quality that 
colonization may be undesirable.

when a potential colonization or resource target is selected, available colony 
ships or construction ships are shown in the dropdown list at the bottom of 

a selection Panel with colony information displayed
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the screen. the player can assign colonization or build missions to these 
ships by using the buttons next to the dropdown ship list. this is one of the 
fastest ways to manage your colonization and resource mining plans, as you 
can click on a planet in the list, then click on one of the buttons below to queue 
a colony ship or construction ship to colonize or build at that location.

at the right is a galaxy map that displays the location of the selected target in 
the list at the left. Below this map are buttons that allow the player to select the 
current target in the selection Panel in Main view, or to move to the selected 
target in Main view.

t h e  G a l a x Y  m a P
If the player would like still another way of planning colonization and 
expansion, the Galaxy Map is of use. the galaxy is vast; it can be difficult to 
find one’s way around it. the Galaxy Map (G) provides all the tools needed to 
find anything: where to place a colony, where to find supplies or resources, 
identifying enemy colonies to attack, steering clear of dangerous pirates.

on the map, the galaxy is divided into a grid of 10x10 sectors (based on the 
default settings for galaxy setup). the boundaries for each sector are visible 
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on the Galaxy map as light blue lines. the following elements are also found 
on this screen: view filter (to focus on certain items), galaxy map (all stars and 
gas clouds; the current selection is indicated by the bright blue intersecting 
horizontal and vertical lines), system map (all planets, moons, asteroids in 
selected system), selection summary, and the surface image (an image of 
the currently selected planetary surface).

at the selection panel, system summary gives a summary of the number 
of planets and moons in the system, with the system name at the top. this 
screen displays the owner of the planet or moon and a virtual list of all known 
resources in the system. Hovering over a resource will display its name; 
clicking will bring up details. Finally, this summary has a visual display of all 
colonized planets and mining stations in the system, showing which empire 
owns the planet and which alien race inhabits it.

of course, in order to expand and find resources it is necessary to explore. the 
player should build exploration ships to discover unknown systems. systems 
are displayed as unexplored, explored but currently invisible, and visible.

In the course of this exploration, the player may come across ancient ruins, which 
may reveal secret knowledge, but, even if they do not, will speed up the development 
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of the colony. sometimes, the player will even encounter an abandoned ship, which 
may reveal new technology or new ship designs to the player.

the player may even encounter independent planets and traders. not all alien 
life is part of an empire. the player can colonize independent alien populations, 
invade them, trade with them or simply ignore them. Independent alien 
populations and independent alien traders are a potential source of great 
wealth and resources.

P l a N e t  a N d  s t a r  t Y P e s
not all of the galaxy is habitable and, indeed, the player can only colonize 
certain places depending upon his current level of technology. to find their 
way among the galaxy, the player should be familiar with the different planet 
and star types. what follows here is a brief list; the player is advised to see 
the more exhaustive explication in the Galactopedia.

asteroids asteroids are rocky debris, often rich with metal ores. larger 
asteroids can conceal extensive networks of tunnels and caves. they 
can be found in most star systems, often alone, but sometimes as 
part of large asteroid fields. asteroids cannot be colonized.

Barren 
rock 
Planets

Barren rock planets are like the earth’s moon, having no breathable 
atmosphere (and therefore cannot be colonized) but often rich in 
metal ores. stark, shadowy mountains tower above dusty, star-lit 
plains. deep canyons and crevasses conceal dark caves and 
tunnels beneath the planet’s surface.

continent 
Planets

these planets feature earth-like varied terrain with rich vegetation 
and can supply diverse resources. Majestic snow-capped 
mountain ranges soar over lush woodland valleys. enormous 
primeval forests cover hills and lowland regions. Fertile grassland 
plains swathe coastal areas. sparkling oceans are dotted with 
jungle islands and tropical atolls. continental planets are the most 
amenable planet type for colonization and they allow for the largest 
populations.

desert 
Planets

desert planets feature dry, dusty plains and rocky mountains, 
vast deserts with seemingly endless sand dunes, lofty mesas, 
mountain ranges and canyons. these planets can be directly 
colonized after the player reaches a sufficient technological 
level. the maximum population level is approximately 40% of 
continental planets.
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frozen 
Gas Giant 
Planets

these are large, neptune-like planets composed primarily of 
inert frozen gases. they can be an excellent source of exotic gas 
resources like argon, krypton or tyderios. these planets have 
atmospheres packed with countless tiny frozen gas crystals, 
floating in seas of super-cold gas. these gas crystals attract many 
large space-going beasts who contentedly feed on them. Frozen 
gas giants cannot be colonized.

Gas 
clouds

Gas clouds are found scattered throughout the galaxy, consisting of 
vast fields of gas and dust. they often have mineable gas resources, 
and thus can be a good location for mining stations. Gas clouds can 
only form inside nebulae clouds. these clouds cannot be colonized.

Gas Giant 
Planets

these planets are enormous, Jupiter-like planets composed 
primarily of gases. they are the primary supply of the two main 
fuel sources, hydrogen and caslon. their upper atmospheres are 
often ravaged by turbulent storm winds that leave trails of swirling 
gas in their wake. Gas giant planets are often orbited by a number 
of moons, some of which may be colonisable, however, gas giant 
planets cannot be colonized.

ice Planets Ice planets are covered with frozen tundra and snowy mountains. 
Freezing blizzard winds blow across plains of ice and snow; rocky 
highlands are covered by enormous glaciers; snowy valleys hide 
treacherous crevasses. Ice planets cannot be colonized unless 
there is a pre-existing alien population there and even in such a case 
the maximum population is only about 15% of continental planets.

marshy 
swamp 
Planets

these planets are covered by dense rainforests and swampy 
marshlands. thick jungles envelop entire continents. lush, green 
woodlands are dotted with trickling streams and underground 
springs. Marshy swamp planets are amenable to colonization after 
the player’s first technology breakthrough in this area. these planets 
allow for population levels almost as high as continental planets.

Nebulae 
clouds

large nebulae clouds can be found throughout the galaxy and cover 
vast areas of space with a hazy fog of gas and dust. nebulae are 
usually the dispersed remnants of supernovae (exploded stars).

nebulae clouds slow ships, reduce ship shields, disable hyperjump 
capabilities, and even damage ships or bases. nebulae clouds also 
have effects on shaping the galaxy, because stars rarely form 
within them. Instead, stars tend to cluster between clouds. this can 
leave large voids of space between star clusters. Gas clouds will 
only form inside nebulae.
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ocean 
Planets

ocean planets are covered by vast, deep seas dotted with small 
islands. Far beneath the ocean’s surface, deep underwater chasms 
conceal dark crevasses and tunnels. Immense towers of rock rise 
from the ocean floor. these areas are home to diverse plant and 
animal life. ocean planets cannot be colonized unless there is a 
pre-existing alien population already on the planet. their maximum 
population levels are roughly 20% of those of continental planets.

stars there are several kinds of stars which the player will encounter in 
game play.

Main sequence, red giant and super giant star systems often 
contain an abundance of planets, some of which are habitable.

white dwarf stars sometimes have a small system of planets and 
moons.

neutron stars may occasionally have a system of one or two 
planets and emit intense radio waves that are worthy of close 
study. For this reason, research stations constructed near a 
neutron star may receive a research bonus.

supernovae are vast fields of radioactive gas and debris from 
exploded stars. over time, these dissipate into nebula clouds. 
supernovae do not have any planets or moons. when ships enter 
the blast radius of the exploded supernovae, their shields are 
drained by the intense radiation.

Black holes are indescribably dense collapsed stars. their huge mass 
has been packed into a tiny space, giving them a literally irresistible 
gravitational pull. they can suck ships passing their event horizon 
into their vortices, literally annihilating them. For this reason, it is wise 
to keep a safe distance from their edges (event horizon). Black holes 
are worthy of scientific study; as such, research stations constructed 
near black holes may receive a research bonus.

volcanic 
Planets

these planets are covered by boundless fields of hot ash, blazing 
rock, dense smoke, poisonous fumes, craters, molten rock and 
smouldering lakes of lava. volcanic planets cannot be colonized 
unless there is a pre-existent alien population there. their 
maximum population level is roughly 8% that of continental planets.

Just as the player’s economic health depends upon colonization, colonization 
depends upon technology and having the military might to defend their 
colonies. unless the player has sufficient military power, their colonies will be 
vulnerable to invasion or revolt.
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P o P u l at i o N  P o l i c i e s
Population policies can be set at an empire-wide level, and also set for each 
colony. Population policies allow you to control which alien races are at your 
colonies, and what to do with them.

there are two settings per colony: a setting that applies to all other races 
(except your own), and another setting that applies to races of the same 
family as your own. this allows you to have harsh settings for races not in 
your race family, but kinder policies for races of your race family.

assimilate
accept these races into your empire (this is how original Distant Worlds and 
return of the shakturi worked).

do Not accept
do not allow migration of these races to the colony. this will prevent 
passenger ships from dropping off migrants from these races at the colony.

resettle
actively migrate these races away from the colony to other colonies that will 
accept them.

If you have enabled the empire policy setting “use Penal colonies to implement 
enslavement” then these unwanted races will be migrated to Penal colonies 
for enslavement there.

enslave
enslaves these races, forcing them into hard labor.

For each race that you enslave, the corresponding empires of those races will 
take offense at your actions. the amount of offense is directly related to the 
population amount that you enslave.

enslavement also provides a bonus to the colony’s economy. the amount of 
the bonus depends on the proportion of the total population that is enslaved, 
up to a maximum of 50% if all of the population is enslaved.

If you have enabled the empire policy setting “use Penal colonies to implement 
enslavement” then some of your colonies will automatically be set as Penal 
colonies (policy = enslave). Your other colonies with policy set to resettle will 
migrate their unwanted races to the Penal colonies for enslavement.
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exterminate
steadily eliminates these races at the colony.

For each race that you are exterminating, the corresponding empires of 
those races will take deep offense at your actions. the amount of offense is 
directly related to the population amount that you exterminate.

exterminating races will also very negatively impact your empire’s reputation.

In order to expand and survive, it may become necessary to defend your 
worlds, ships and stations and invade the territory of other civilizations. there 
are many ways to organize your fleets and your troops to achieve success.

automated fleets set to engage system targets will prove very effective at 
deterring aggression, especially if they have proximity scanners and you 
have a nearby base with a long range scanner to give them some warning 
of approaching enemies. some players favour a few large fleets, others 
many smaller fleets and some prefer to have most of their ships operating 
independently. the various empire policy settings will allow you to have 
control over how this is handled when you have it set to automated, but you 
can also always take control yourself and organize your military any way 
you desire.

However, eventually you will need troops and troop transports to invade 
enemy planets. to invade, click on a troop-carrying ship then right-click 
on an enemy colony, where the ships will then deploy their troops. Before 
invading, you should clear enemy ships and defences, or else it is possible 
your ships may be destroyed before being able to drop troops on the planet. 
this possibility is especially high when the colony is defended by a space 
port. large defensive bases should always be attacked by a large fleet and 
destroyed before a troop drop, if possible.

s P ac e  c o m Bat
space battles are initiated when two enemy ships come into one another’s 
proximity. Factors involved in determining the outcome of the battle include 
weapon range, speed, agility, shielding, and armor. to attack, select a ship 
and right-click on the opponent’s ship. the player does not control basic 
battle tactics—that is determined by the settings in the ship’s design. the 
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player does control, however, 
the engagement stance of each 
ship and fleet and can intervene 
at any time to issue orders down 
to the individual ship level. the 
player’s designs also determine 
the type of weapons and designs 
of their fleets, including shields, 
armor, countermeasures, attack 
weapons, targeting sensors, 
proximity array components. 
weapon accuracy is determined 
by distance, speed of target, 

targeting sensors, countermeasure, etc. ships also need fuel to be effective 
in combat – never send a fleet into a battle with low fuel, if you can avoid it.

additionally, when the player has trade sanctions against another empire, 
they may elect to blockade an enemy colony or space port with a fleet of their 
ships. simply select the ship and assign it a blockade mission by right clicking 
near the edge of the planet to be blockaded – you will see the cursor change 
when it’s in the right spot. other empires, of course, may also blockade you in 
return and you must always be on you guard.

B oa r d i N G  c o m Bat  a N d  s h i P  c a P t u r e
Provided that ship Boarding has been researched, ships can be designed with 
assault pods which can board and capture other ships or stations and in the 
case of pirates, raid planets as well. each ship has a defense strength against 

boarding that is determined by a combination 
of its size and crew support systems. even if 
a ship does not have assault pods, it can still 
defend itself.

a ship that has assault pods also has an 
assault strength. In order to capture an enemy 
ship, you need to order your ships to capture 
a target ship or station instead of the default 
attack by using the right click menu. assault 
Pods can only board a ship when its shields (if 
any) have been significantly depleted. capturing 
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ships will focus on reducing the enemy shields, and will then move in closer to 
launch their assault pods.

assault pods can be shot down by Point defense 
weapons, similar to fighters.

Boarding parties will attempt to capture the enemy ship. 
once the boarding action starts, you will see a crossed 
swords symbol over the ship that is being boarded and a 
summary of the assault and defense strength on the ship 
details. even if a ship is not captured, the boarding action 
may result in damage to the ship. ships that are captured 
may still be damaged as a result of the boarding combat.

You can define the various options of when to capture and what to do with 
captured ships through your empire Policies screen.

G r o u N d  c o m Bat
Ground combat has been greatly expanded in Distant Worlds: Shadows.

Ground combat means confronting both the enemy’s troops and a segment of 
the colonial population. the player should always invade with overwhelming 
force, landing their entire force simultaneously. the battle ends when one 
side’s troops are completely annihilated or evacuated. the victorious troops 
receive promotions and the invaded colony receives a temporary setback 
in development level. the invaded population may also be unhappy. Make 
sure to leave enough of a garrison, or you may face a revolt. the player can 
monitor the progress of a battle by selecting the colony.

troops defend the player’s colonies and also can be used in taking over 
enemy colonies. each race has a natural base-line strength of its troops—
some races are stronger than others because they are more intelligent or 
more aggressive.

the readiness of troops is measured from 1-100, 100 signifying that they 
are completely rested and ready for battle. when troops are in battle they 
suffer losses and their readiness suffers for this. It takes time for readiness 
to recover to 100; medical facilities can speed this recovery. troops gain 
experience after each successful combat. You can greatly increase the 
strength of your troops by ensuring that they succeed in and survive several 
campaigns.
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troops are recruited at colonies; they cost money to maintain and therefore 
the player should plan before recruitment. It also takes time to recruit and 
train troops before they are ready for battle. recruitment time is also affected 
by the player’s approval rating in the colony and government type.

certain ships have troop storage components and may transport troops. 
these include troop transports and larger military ships. troop storage 
components provide basic living facilities for combat troops while onboard a 
ship or base. Higher troop storage technology levels provide extra capacity, 
allowing for more troops to be carried on a ship or base. troops can be 
transported to defend a colony, to reinforce one or to invade an enemy colony.

colony facilities may increase the strength of troops trained there, or 
increase the colony’s defenses, or allow different troop types to be recruited.

troops defending a planet of their native type have an advantage over 
attackers and the population of the planet also helps the defenders, resulting 
in significant bonuses for well developed, high population colonies. If you 
are attacking, make sure you bring enough troops to overcome these 
advantages.

t r o o P  t Y P e s
there are now several troop types, each of which has a different purpose and 
specialization. You will find that some Generals are better at leading certain 
troop types as well.

infantry: the basic troop type and jack-of-all-trades. Infantry is 
multi-purpose, with even base strength on attack and defense. 
Infantry does not take up much space on troop transports and is 

relatively quick to recruit and inexpensive to maintain.

transport size 100, defend strength 100, attack strength 100, Maintenance 
100% of normal

armor/mech: the assault specialists of the galaxy. these troops 
pack the highest attack value per size of all the troop types except 
special Forces, but are more focused that special Forces on 

fighting other enemy troops.

transport size 200, defend strength 150, attack strength 300, Maintenance 
200% of normal
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Planetary defense: these troops are rarely part of an invasion, 
but they are specialists in defending planets against invasions. 
Planetary defense units are the only units (along with orbiting space 

stations) able to fire on enemy troops while they are transitioning from space 
to the planetary surface. during this stage, invading troops are displayed with 
an assault pod graphic and are very vulnerable to planetary defense unit fire. 
In addition, planetary defense units are able to intercept bombardment attacks, 
mitigating the strength of any bombardment from space.

Planetary defense units are hard to target for troop types other than special 
Forces, as they are generally well fortified and behind the front lines.

transport size 400, defend strength 75 (but also with special intercept ability 
for landing enemy troops), attack strength 50, Maintenance 400% of normal

special forces: these are very specialized troops, fearsome in 
their own right but especially useful at weakening a tough enemy 
defense. special Forces are able to land successfully on a planet 

in the face of defences that would vaporize normal infantry. they are also 
harder for enemy troop types other than special Forces to successfully 
target and damage. special Forces will prioritize enemy defense facilities and 
planetary defense units before attacking other enemy troop types. these 
abilities make them very valuable as part of a large invasion. Because of their 
attack strength, they are also excellent at quick strikes on smaller planets.

transport size 100, defend strength 100, attack strength 200 (also with special 
ability to destroy facilities), Maintenance 200% of normal

militia: Mlitia is a troop type that is at times automatically generated 
by a planetary population (especially an independent planet) for 
defense. Militia is identical to infantry in all respects except that it is 

usually weaker in attack and defense.

Pirate raiders: this is a unique temporary troop type generated 
from the boarding strength of Pirate ships. unlike the other troop 
types, Pirate raider troops do not represent large units. they are 

more similar to special Forces, but they do not have the numbers necessary 
to conquer a planet. they are used by Pirates to conduct raids on planets or 
bases. during a planetary raid, the resolution is similar in appearance to other 
ground combat, but if the raiders succeed (and they do not need to entirely 
defeat the defending forces to get something out of the raid) they depart with 
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their loot. as long as a pirate ship has active assault pods, it is able to generate 
raiders and launch raids

G r o u N d  c o m Bat  s c r e e N
an animated ground combat screen is available by clicking on the “troops” 
section in the colony display. this ground combat view can be maximized or 
minimized and kept up while selecting other planets or ships and performing 
other tasks, should you wish to watch the combat without keeping your focus 
only on the planet where it is occurring.

the ground combat screen shows a summary of the combat strength on 
each side as well as summarizing the bonuses affecting the combat. Hovering 
your mouse over any of the units in the combat will show its name, strength 
and readiness.

G r o u N d  c o m Bat  B o N u s e s
each side in a planetary combat can achieve an advantage through one or 
more bonuses that can turn the tide of the entire battle.

Ground combat bonuses, displayed with icon at top of ground combat 
screen for each side. each bonus adds +25% to damage caused by side with 
advantage.
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fortified line (defender) or overwhelming odds (attacker): +25%
condition: total Infantry strength >= 2x opposing total Infantry strength

armored reserve (defender) or armored Breakthrough (attacker): +25%
condition: total armor strength >= 2x opposing total armor strength

defense Grid: +25%
condition: total Planetary defense strength > opposing special Forces strength

special operations: +25%
condition: total special Forces strength > opposing total Pdu strength

space control: +25%
condition: superiority in local space (near the planet) in terms of military 
ships and stations

Planet type: + or – 10%
condition: native Planet type for your species gives you +10%. a planet type 
for which you do not yet have the appropriate colonization technology gives 
you – 10%. all other instances give no bonus or penalty.

m a N aG i N G  t r o o P s
the player can manage the troops of their empire on the troops screen. at 
the top of the screen is the name of the currently selected troop; the player 
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may change this name simply by typing one here. to the right of the name is a 
summary of the player’s troops, including total maintenance costs. under the 
name is a list of the player’s troops, including those currently in recruitment. 
click on any column heading to sort this list. to the right is a map indicating the 
location of the currently selected troop on the galaxy.

troops on this screen can be selected individually or multi-selected using 
shift and control-left click. any actions, such as disband or garrison will apply 
to all selected troops.

G a r r i s o N  t r o o P s
at the bottom of the troops screen, you can also see buttons to Garrison and 
ungarrison troops. the troop automation can do this automatically for you, 
or you can adjust the defaults through your empire policies or adjust them 
manually on this screen or through the colony interface.

Garrisoned troops will not board on transport ships, they will always stay on 
the planet they are assigned to.

c o lo N Y  s c r e e N  a N d  t r o o P  i N fo r m at i o N
troops can also be viewed at each colony from the colonies screen (F2) or 
from the ships and Bases screen (F11). From the colonies screen, the player 
can recruit and disband troops in the troops tab by clicking “recruit” and 
“disband” respectively.

the Fleet screen also allows you to set the default loadout of troops on 
your fleets.

troops can be recruited directly using the popup menu that appears when the 
player right-clicks a colony in Main view. click the option “recruit troops” in the 
popup menu. alternately, use the recruit troops action button when you have 
a colony selected.

s P ac e  c r e at u r e s
In addition to combat with other civilizations, throughout the game the player 
will have to contend with space creatures which are unallied to any particular 
civilization and seek only their next meal. the player is strongly advised to 
avoid becoming that next meal by staying away from these creatures which 
can endanger the player’s fleets. these creatures include the following.
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ardilus enormous silicon-based invertebrates, indigenous to the upper 
atmosphere of gas giant planets. do not start a fight with an 
ardilus without overwhelming force.

Giant kaltor large invertebrate crustaceans which inhabit the upper 
atmospheres of frozen gas giant planets and gas clouds. very 
aggressive, very territorial and able to munch straight through the 
shields of ships. the player is strongly cautioned to avoid Giant 
kaltors unless they have overwhelming force.

sand slug large silicon-based inhabitants of desert planets. they pose 
serious threats to stationary platforms like mining stations.

silvermist rumored to exist. a “cloud” of replicating nano-machines that 
can disassemble shps and destroy entire colonies. May move 
between systems through hyperspace.

space slug large silicon-based organisms that typically live in asteroid 
fields and barren rock planets. they pose significant threats to 
stationary platforms like mining stations.

Building ships, bases and fleets is integral to success at Distant Worlds— a 
small force is not enough to defend an empire from enemies and pirates. to 
initiate state construction, select a colony, space port or construction ship and 
right click. this will show a pop-up menu from which the player can select a 
ship to build at a given cost. once a ship is built, it is by default fully automated. 
another way to build a ship is from the colonies, construction or ships and 
bases screen. the player must select a construction yard and then a ship to 
build from a dropdown list. alternately, select a planet or base and click on the 
construction action button to see what you can build there.

ships and bases cost the player in two ways: (1) one-off initial purchase cost in 
money and resources and (2) on-going annual maintenance costs. the player 
should plan ahead with maintenance costs and resource prices in mind. resource 
prices are affected by demand and by supply just like in a real economy.

ship designs are made by selecting a set of components that provide all of 
the functionality required for the particular type of ship or base; some are 
required and some are more specialized, e.g. construction yards, medical 
centers, docking bays. as research progresses, more components become 
available, making design upgrades possible.
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For information on current ships and bases, the ships and Bases panel of the 
empire summary screen (F6) provides a summary of all the ships and bases 
in the player’s empire, including firepower and maintenance costs. under 
the list of ships and bases are a set of buttons that provide quick access to 
various commands for the selected ship or base. note that you can multi-
select ships and bases in the list (drag-select, ctrl-click, shift-click) and assign 
commands to all of the selected ships at once. this applies to refuel, repair, 
retrofit, retire and scrap buttons.

also, ship summary on the selection panel (lower-left of Main view) provides 
information about a selected ship, including ship type, fleet, design, status of 
ship components, fuel levels, shield levels, speed, troops onboard, weapons 
(as well as their type and range), and whether or not it is automated. a silver 
star at the top-left indicates that the ship is the leader of its fleet. the empire 
flag of the ship is shown at top-right and the current mission for the ship is 
displayed directly under its name. double-clicking on a selected ship or base 
in the selection panel brings up its details, which can let you rename it, see 
what damage it has by component and see what cargo it is carrying, if any.

the action buttons below the selection panel give you the possible actions 
for that ship, including fighter and bomber management for ships that are 
equipped with fighter bays.

similarly, Base summary in the selection panel provides information about a 
selected base, such as type, design, status of components, fuel levels, energy 
levels, shield levels, weapons, buildings under construction, and ships docked 
there. the empire flag of the base is displayed at top-right.

the larger the player’s empire grows, the more difficult it becomes to keep 
track of their ships and bases. 
the ships and Bases screen (F11) 
provides a centralized list of all the 
player’s ships and bases, showing 
where they are and what they 
are doing. at the top of the screen 
is a dropdown list which allows 
the player to filter which types of 
ships and bases appear in the list 
below. under this is the list of all 
the player’s ships and bases—

a selection Panel with ship information
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both state-owned and privately 
owned—including location and 
current mission. clicking any 
column sorts the ships and bases 
and you can select multiple ships 
using shift and control-click.

You can also use the empire 
navigation tool on the left hand side 
of the screen to see your ships and 
bases without leaving the Main view.

at the bottom is a set of tabbed 
panels that show detailed information on the currently selected base, 
including cargo, components, construction yards, docking bays, troops and 
weapons. at top-right is a map showing where the currently selected ship or 
base is in the galaxy. at right-middle is the name of the selected ship or base; 
this name can be changed by typing a new one here. under the name is a 
summary of the selected ship or base.

a selection Panel with Base information
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i s s u i N G  o r d e r s  to  s h i P s
as previously noted, the player can only control ships which are state-owned; 
they may not control any ship that is privately owned, such as freighters, 
mining ships, or passenger ships.

left-clicking with the mouse selects an item on the screen. a detailed read-out 
on the selected item will be displayed in the information panel at the bottom-
left of the screen. right-clicking allows the player to assign a default mission 
to a ship, such as move, or attack. this default mission depends upon what 

the mouse hovers over. For example, if a military ship is 
selected and the mouse hovers over another empire’s 
ship, the default mission will be “attack.” the default 
mission type is often indicated by a change in the mouse 
cursor. If more than one mission is available, a pop-up 
menu appears with detailed mission options. select one 
of the options from the menu to assign a mission.

state owned ships, however, may also be automated, simplifying their 
management so that they assign themselves appropriate missions.

to assign a mission to a ship, first select it by left-clicking on it in the Main 
view. You can then use the action buttons below the selection panel or right 
click on the selected ship to see what options you have. holding down the 
control key while right-clicking on a selected ship will give you 
all possible options, regardless of context, otherwise they are filtered 
to show the most relevant options. specific missions available for each ship 
depend upon the ship’s type (only certain ships can attack; only construction 
ships can build, etc.). some missions are also available as action buttons 
under the selection Panel. click an action button to assign the mission to the 
selected ship.

the following is a brief list of mission types which ships can perform:
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move sends the ship to the specified destination. If the destination is far 
away then the ship may perform a hyperjump first. this mission is 
available to all ships.

Patrol causes the ship to orbit the specified colony or base, watching for 
enemies. You can assign Patrol missions to military ships when the 
mouse hovers over a colony or base of your empire.

attack causes the ship to close within range of the targeted ship, base, 
colony or space creature and fire its weapons at the target. this 
mission ends when either the attacker or the target flees or is 
destroyed. this mission is only available to military ships when 
hovering over a target of another empire.

raid only available to Pirates. this initiates a raid on the target planet or 
base, which will result your ships moving to attack it and launching 
assault pods filled with raiding troops. the goal of a raid is to recover 
loot, in the form of credits, resources, or research. the type of 
target determines the likely type of loot, so for example if you want 
research, raid a research station. this mission ends when the 
raiders land on or board the target and initiate the raid.

Bombard causes the ship to move towards the targeted enemy colony 
and commence orbital bombardment. this kills the population at 
the colony and damages the planet itself, lowering its quality. to 
enable this mission hold down the shift key. this mission is only 
available to military ships with bombard weapons when hovering 
over a colony.

Blockade causes the ship to park near the target colony or base, attacking any 
ships that attempt to dock at the blockade target. available to military 
ships when the mouse hovers near the colony or base of an empire 
that you have trade sanctions against.

escort causes the ship to travel in close formation with the target ship, 
keeping a watch out for any attackers. can assign to military ships 
when the mouse hovers over a non-military ship of your empire.

Build Initiates construction of a ship or base at the specified colony, space 
port or construction ship. available to colonies and space ports at 
all times, or to construction ships when the mouse hovers over an 
uncolonized planet, moon, gas cloud or asteroid.

colonize causes the ship to attempt colonization of the specified planet or 
moon. available to colony ships when the mouse hovers over an 
uncolonized planet or moon that your empire is able to colonize.
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explore causes the ship to explore the specified planet or system. can assign 
to exploration ships when the mouse hovers over a planet or system.

escape causes the ship to attempt to escape by hyperjumping a short 
distance into deep space. available to any ship engaged in combat.

retrofit causes the ship or base to upgrade to the specified design at the 
specified construction yard. available to any ship or base where there 
is a more recent design of the same type.

retire causes the ship to move to the specified construction yard to be 
scrapped. available to any ship or base.

repair causes the ship to move to the specified construction yard to be 
repaired. available to any ship that has damaged components.

refuel causes the ship to move to the specified refuelling point to be 
refuelled. available to any ship at any time.

stop cancels the ship’s current mission and brings to a full stop. available 
to any ship that currently has a mission.

distinctively-shaped symbols drawn around each ship are used to identify 
each type of ship or base. the color of the symbol identifies to which empire 
the ship belongs. state-controlled ship and base symbols are drawn with 
a solid line. Privately controlled ship and base symbols are drawn with a 
dashed line.

au to m at i N G  Y o u r  s h i P s
state-owned ships can be automated so that they assign their own missions 
appropriate to their type. (Privately-owned ships are always automated – you 
cannot assign missions to them)

to automate a ship, select it and then press the ‘a’ key. to stop automation just 
assign a mission to the ship. You can also toggle automation on or off using 
the action button under the selection Panel.

note that after being built, all ships start off fully automated.

You can also automate a Fleet of ships through the same method.

s h i P  sY m B o l s
distinctively-shaped symbols are used to identify each type of ship or base. 
these symbols are drawn around each ship so that you can quickly recognize 
a ship or base.
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the color of the symbol identifies the empire that the ship or base belongs to.

state controlled ship and base symbols are drawn with a solid line. Privately 
controlled ship and base symbols are drawn with a dashed line.

the various symbols used for each type of ship and base are displayed below.

state controlled Privately controlled

Military ships (including 
troop transports and 
resupply ships)

Freighters (small, 
Medium and large)

exploration ships and 
colony ships

Passenger ships

construction ships Mining ships and Gas 
Mining ships

space Ports, defensive 
Bases,
resort Bases, research 
stations,
Monitoring stations

Mining stations and Gas 
Mining stations

f l e e t s
the Fleet summary in the selection panel informs the player about a fleet 
currently selected, namely its empire, number of ships, firepower, troops 
onboard, lead ship, as well as a visual display of each ship in the fleet. the 

fleet name is at the top of the summary 
and the empire owning the fleet has its flag 
displayed at top-right.

Fleets allow the player to group a number of 
military ships together and assign missions 
to the entire group. to assign a ship to a fleet, 
select the ship, right-click on it and select 
“Join fleet” from the pop-up menu. another 
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way to do this is to select the ship from the ships and Bases screen, which can 
be accessed by pressing F7. select the ship then select the fleet.

to select a fleet, click on it; the ships will appear as inverted triangles when 
zoomed out, or double-click on a ship when zoomed-in to select its whole 
fleet. when a fleet is selected, the player can assign the whole fleet missions 
in the same manner as a single ship.

Fleets are managed from the fleets screen (F12). at the top of the screen is 
a list of the player’s fleets. clicking any column will sort the fleets. under the 
fleet list is the name of the currently selected fleet. the player can change its 
name by typing a new name here. at the bottom of the screen is a dropdown 
list that allows the player to choose a new home colony for the currently 
selected fleet. click “set Home colony” to set the new home colony for the 
currently selected fleet. at bottom-right is a map showing the location of the 
current fleet in the galaxy.

t r o o P  loa d o u t s
each fleet can be assigned a default troop loadout, which tells the fleet what 
the ideal mix of troops it should carry is. when loading troops, it will try to 
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match this loadout. If it cannot match the loadout, it will fall back on loading 
extra ungarrisoned infantry units to fill any additional space.

as with ships, fleets can be automated (‘a” key) and have their engagement 
stance set at the fleet level (comma key). Fleet engagement stance will 
determine how they react to enemies in the same system, whereas automated 
fleets will take on missions and engage nearby enemies even if they are 
not in the same system. You can use these settings along with your fleet 
organization to make sure that your colonies and stations are well defended.

f l e e t  P o s t u r e s
Fleets can also have Postures assigned. the buttons across the bottom of the 
selection panel allow the player to set the type of posture and the range that it 
affects. Fleets will stay within these postures if at all possible.

set home Base: setting the Home Base of a fleet tells it where to return when 
it completes missions. It also prioritizes that location as a fuel depot and fuel 
will be stockpiled there as long as at least one fleet has a home base set there.

attack Posture: when at war, the fleet will attack enemy targets. a specific 
target may be set using the set attack target button. In this case, when conflict 
begins, the fleet will immediately attack the selected target.

defend Posture: the fleet will always try to protect friendly ships, bases 
and colonies in the assigned area.

set range (anywhere / target / system / Nearby systems / sector): 
this defines the range of the attack and defend postures.

Fleet postures allow the player a middle ground between full automation 
and manual control. Fleets can now be assigned to defend or attack 
specific locations or entire areas, which allows defences to be planned and 
contingency attacks fo be made ready.

t Y P e s  o f  s h i P s  a N d  Ba s e s
there are numerous types of ships and bases available in Distant Worlds. 
what follows is only a brief summary. the player is advised to consult the 
Galactopedia for details. If a ship type is unavailable, it is generally because 
either the maximum ship size the player can construct is not large enough 
to fit that ship type, or because other research is required to unlock that ship 
type (for example, carriers and resupply ships).
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capital ships the largest military ship, capital ships have unmatched offense 
and defense and can carry troops for planetary invasion. typically, 
capital ships also have area weapons that prevent enemy ships from 
escaping to hyperspace. In order to supply such heavy weaponry 
with power, capital ships have two reactors. Because of their size, they 
are slow and less agile than smaller ships like frigates. capital ships 
often serve as the lead ship for a fleet.

carriers only available through research. all ships can carry star fighters, but 
for their size dedicated carriers can carry more fighter bays than any 
other ship type.

colony ships colony ships allow the player to colonize new worlds, and are 
consumed when they found a new colony. the resources from the 
ship are used by the nascent colony. colony ships may only be built 
at colonies.

as the player’s technology advances, they are able to colonize a 
greater variety of planets. at first, they may only colonize favorable 
continental planets. the player can always colonize planets where 
there are already existing indigenous populations. If the natives 
successfully resist colonization, the colony ship will be lost. to 
cycle through all colony ships, hit X. [this will cycle through all ships, 
including colony ships.]

construction 
ships

these very large ships spend most of their time building mining ships 
at uninhabited, resource-rich planets and moons, but can also build 
other specialized star bases anywhere in deep space. construction 
ships are extremely valuable (and concomitantly expensive) and 
should be escorted. to cycle through construction ships, press Y.

cruisers cruisers are the primary striking ships of an empire due to their 
balance weaponry, shielding and speed. they are excellent for 
offensive operations and form the backbone of attack fleets. cruisers 
are heavily armed and defended. they can carry troops for ground 
invasion along with multiple torpedo weapons for heavy orbital 
bombardment. cruisers sometimes also carry area weapons. to 
supply their heavy power requirements, they also have two reactors.

destroyers these are the smallest military ships that are well-suited to 
offensive operations. they can carry troops, and can include 
torpedo weapons for orbital bombardment. destroyers are well 
armed and defended; as a result they are slower and less agile 
than frigates. destroyers are usually the largest military ship 
that the player can build at the start of the game. as construction 
technology improves, however, the player gradually can come to 
build cruisers and capital ships.
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escorts these are the smallest military ships, and are only lightly armed. 
some escort designs even omit shield components. escorts are used 
to patrol smaller colonies and facilities.

exploration 
ships

these ships explore the galaxy, revealing unknown systems, 
colonisable planets, valuable resources, and even other empires. 
they are very fast and thus do not need an escort; they can escape 
attackers. they can be automated to explore on their own by pressing 
the a key. the player can cycle through all of their exploration ships by 
pressing X. [this will cycle through all ships, including exploration ships.]

freighters Freighters transport cargo between colonies, mining stations, and 
space ports. they come in small, medium and large sizes. some 
freighter designs are shielded, but other designs choose to omit shields 
in favor of cost and speed. Freighters work for the player even though 
they are privately owned. all transportation of goods is done privately.

frigates Frigates are fast, agile military ships, and are typically the most 
numerous type of military ship for an empire. the player should 
build lots of frigates to patrol outlying mining stations and to escort 
construction ships. with their high speed and potent armament, frigates 
are particularly well-suited to defending against raiding pirates.

mining ships Mining ships are mobile, resource-extracting ships. they mine 
resources that are in high demand, returning them to the player’s 
nearest space port. Mining ships work for the player, but are privately 
owned.

mining stations these are immobile mining platforms built at resource-rich planets 
and moons. these stations extract resources at their location. 
they can be either standard mining stations or gas mining stations. 
Freighters pick up extracted resources from mining stations, 
transporting their cargo to the appropriate destination. Mining 
stations are built by construction ships at resource-rich planets. 
Because they are built for the location, mining stations extract 
resources much faster than mining ships. Mining stations should be 
aggressively patrolled by military ships to defend against pirate raids 
or aggressive space creatures. once the first mining station has 
been built at a planet or moon no others can be built there. However, 
if a planet or moon is subsequently colonized then the mining station 
will be removed, as it is no longer needed.

Passenger 
ships

Passenger ships transport migrants or tourists across the galaxy, 
picking up passengers from colonies and transporting them either to 
a new colony (migration) or to a resort base (tourism). these ships 
are privately owned and go about their business automatically. they 
are typically unarmed and lightly shielded.
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resort Bases resort bases are specialized, state-owned bases built at scenic 
locations throughout the galaxy and are favored vacation destinations 
for tourists. construction ships build resort bases at any location 
deemed scenic enough, such as ring planets, gold or crystal 
asteroids, black holes, neutron stars, or planets with unusual ancient 
ruins or monuments. Passenger liner ships transport tourists from 
wealthy colonies to resort bases. as tourists arrive at the resort, the 
empire that owns the resort earns income. tourists will only choose 
to visit resorts where the scenery is appealing and they do not like to 
travel far. therefore, resort bases should be built at the most scenic 
places near wealthy colonies. resort bases are typically lightly armed 
and defended, with enough firepower to ward off marauding pirates 
or stray space creatures.

resupply ships available through research. these are large mobile bases that 
are used as strategic refuelling facilities. they have gas extraction 
components to mine fuel from gas giant planets or gas clouds. 
they need to slowly deploy in order to mine fuel or to be used 
for resupply by other ships. when deployed, the resupply ship is 
immobile and before moving to a new location the ship must first 
undeploy. resupply ships are typically sent to uninhabited systems 
or gas clouds and are used by fleets as refuelling points. they are 
deployed deep inside enemy territory; allowing fleets to continue to 
attack missions without withdrawing all the way back to their own 
space ports to refuel. while they are well-defended with weapons 
and shielding, resupply ships can still be vulnerable if discovered by a 
large enemy force.

space Ports space ports are bases that provide many important services. 
space ports must always be built at a colony. they serve as 
a central trade point for the player, and mined resources are 
brought to them by freighters and mining ships. space ports 
provide construction facilities for the player, and both private and 
state-owned ships are built at space ports. when private citizens 
purchase freighters or other ships at these ports, the player earns 
income. space ports also have heavy weapons which protect 
its colony, research facilities for scientists, medical facilities and 
recreation centers which keep the population happy. the player 
should have one space port in each system where they have 
colonies. resources collected by mining ships, as well as excess 
resources at mining stations, are brought to the nearest space 
port. therefore, having space ports strategically spread throughout 
the empire improves efficiency by decreasing travel time for 
freighters. to cycle through space ports, press P.
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star Bases special-purposed star bases can be created using a customized set 
of components, for example defensive platforms, research facilities, 
or monitoring outposts. the player can build custom star bases 
anywhere.

troop 
transports

troop transports are specialized ships that move troops between 
colonies and also deploy troops for invasion of enemy colonies. they 
are heavily shielded and armoured, but carry only light weapons. 
they usually carry 4-7 troop battalions for mass ground invasion and 
capture of enemy colonies. troop transports are usually part of a 
full invasion fleet that includes other ships to attack enemy defensive 
installations at target colonies.

all ships require fuel; what type of fuel each ship uses, however, depends upon 
the type of reactor components it has. refuelling points include space ports, 
colonies, gas mining stations and even independent colonies. the player may 
elect to receive messages when a ship is low on fuel. when a ship runs out of 
fuel, it will run on emergency fuel, which causes it to move one third as fast as 
normal. the ship must be refuelled to move at its normal speed.

Bases can supply their fuel needs with energy collector components.

s h i P  a N d  Ba s e  d e s i G N
e d i t i N G  a N d  v i e W i N G  e x i s t i N G  d e s i G N s
editing or viewing a single design is accomplished at the design detail 
screen (F8). Here, the player can add and remove components to customize 
designs. the top of the screen displays the design name and its purchase and 
maintenance costs. next to this is displayed the maximum construction sizes 
for ships and bases at the current level of technology.

the top left allows the player to choose between showing only the latest 
buildable designs, non-obsolete designs, all designs, etc. there is another 
drop down filter to choose between state, ships and bases and private ships 
and bases.

In the middle of the screen is a list of current ship and base designs, including 
how many ships and bases use each design. click any of the column headings 
to sort the designs.

the player may also indicate that the design is obsolete by clicking in the 
“obs” column next to the ship design, or adjust whether a ship design will 
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be upgraded or retrofitted automatically or manually by clicking in those 
columns. Please note that private ships always retrofit automatically.

the filter at the top left can be set to show only the latest designs, only non-
obsolete designs or all designs.

Below the design list are some buttons that allow the player to manage 
the designs: edit, add new, copy as new (to use as basis of new design), 
manually upgrade (creates a newer copy of the design, obsoletes the 
existing version and allows the player to design the upgraded version, 
auto upgrade (updates all components to make it a completely new design 
without player input) and delete.

designs can be multi-selected using shift and control-click.

Manually created custom designs are marked in orange.

c r e at i N G  a  N e W  d e s i G N
the screen to create a new ship design is essentially broken up into several 
panels. the panel at the top-left is used to define the role of the design and 
its combat tactics. the player may select a picture for the design from a 
dropdown list as well as a role for the design and tactical behavior in combat.
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the warnings panel at the top-middle lists rules and recommendations 
to assist in producing a valid design; these are updated as the player’s 
component technology progresses. the energy panel at top-right shows 
fuel and reactor information for the design and at left-middle is a list of all 
components available for building the design. this list can be filtered to only 
show the most recent version of each component type.

In the middle of the screen is the design components list, which, in effect, is 
the design of the ship. any components which require resources that 
are currently in low supply will be marked in yellow.

the movement panel at right-middle shows speed and fuel consumption 
graphically for the design. using the add component button (>), the player 
can add the selected component in the available components list to the 
design. the remove component button (<) removes the selected component 
from the design components list. the design name is shown above the list 
of components currently on the design. the player can change this name 
simply by typing a new one there.

other panels include:
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industry panel right-middle; shows information related to cargo storage, 
construction yards, docking bays and other items

component detail 
panel

Bottom-left; detailed information on currently selected 
component

Weapons panel Bottom-middle; lists all weapons presently in the design 
as well as their respective ranges, strength, etc.

defense panel Bottom right; information and armor and shields

the player can choose the tactical behavior of the ship in combat; these 
include evade, standoff, (engage with) all weapons, and point blank. For 
stronger opponents, select the more defensive “standoff,” while for weaker 
ones, select the more aggressive “all weapons.” By stronger opponents, it is 
meant ships or bases whose raw firepower is more than 30% greater than 
the player’s. all others are “weaker.”

For troop-carrying ships, the player will have to select invasion tactics, which 
specify when the ship deploys 
invading troops at an enemy 
colony. options include (1) do not 
invade, (2) invade when clear, 
and (3) invade immediately. the 
player chooses when to flee: 
when enemy military sighted, 
when attacked, when shields 
fall to 50%, when shields fall to 
10% or never.

characters are a new addition in Distant Worlds – legends. characters come 
in various different types, each of which affect a different part of the game.

characters are individuals of exceptional potential. depending on their 
experiences in Distant Worlds, they may or may not realize that potential.

each character is generated with one or more skills and traits. characters 
can gain more traits and skills, both positive and negative, and improve the 
ones they have through their actions and experiences. You can rename your 
characters by clicking on their names in the character screen (F4).
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If a character has the potential to develop in a skill, it is shown with a progress 
bar that indicates how much more experience the character needs to advance 
in that skill. each character also has an event History, accessible through the 
event History button, that shows significant events that are related to the 
advancement of that character.

characters can also have bonuses or penalties to other skills which they 
cannot develop, based on their traits.

For example, in the screenshot above, the Human leader Yan okkoros has the 
skill colony Income, in which he has +4% and is 42% of the way to improving It 
further. However, he also has trade Income – 10% and diplomacy – 10%, which 
come from the effects of his Xenophobic trait. as these skills lack a progress 
bar, they cannot be advanced at this time. In time, the leader above may be 
allowed to advance in trade Income and diplomacy, or earn another trait that 
mitigates the penalties from his Xenophobic trait.

u N t e s t e d  c h a r ac t e r s
some character types will not initially reveal their traits and skill levels until 
they are actually given a mission or other responsibility that uses those 
skills. these characters are considered “untested” and are displayed as such.
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c h a r ac t e r  t Y P e s
leaders: only one of these is available at a time. 
different government types have different ways 
of replacing leaders. elected governments will 
generally hold elections and replace leaders 
peacefully. unelected governments replace 
leaders less often, but when change happens it 
can be quite disruptive. the bonuses generated 

by leaders apply to your entire empire. leaders are assigned to your 
Homeworld and are much less effective if not stationed at your capitol.

ambassadors: skilled diplomats that can help you keep your enemies calm 
and develop friends into full allies. In order to influence an alien faction with 
an ambassador, you must discover the home world of that faction and then 
assign the ambassador to that location.

colony Governors: these characters can apply their bonuses to an entire 
colony. assign them to a colony to see their effects.

scientists: these characters can boost your research output at a single 
space Port or research station. assign them to a space Port or research 
station to see their effects.

fleet admirals: these characters affect all the ships in a single fleet. assign 
them to a Fleet to see their effects. For Pirates, Fleet admirals will eventually try 
to promote themselves to Pirate leader (at the current Pirate leader’s expense).

troop Generals: these characters affect all troops on a planet or loaded 
onto a fleet. assign them to a Fleet or a planet to see their effects.

intelligence agents: these characters have a variety of special missions. 
By default, they are assigned to counter-Intelligence, which helps protect your 
empire against enemy Intelligence agents. see the next section for more 
information on Intelligence missions.

Pirate leaders: exclusive to Pirate factions, these are a combination of leaders 
and Fleet admirals which can be used in either role. each faction can only have 
one Pirate leader at any given time. If kept on the main pirate spaceport, they will 
act as leaders. If assigned to a fleet they will act as admirals.

ship captains: these can only be assigned to individual ships and their 
abilities only affect the ship to which they are assigned. they can over time 
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automatically be “promoted” to Fleet admirals. In the case of a ship with a ship 
captain in a fleet with a fleet admiral, any bonuses the captain and admiral 
have in common are cumulative for the captain’s ship.

c h a r ac t e r  s u r v i va l
characters can retire or perish due to a variety of causes. keep your most 
valuable characters safe by making sure that they and the locations where 
they are assigned are protected from harm.

characters may also be dismissed by using the dismiss button on the 
character screen, but it may be some time before another character of 
the same type is generated. In most cases, it’s worth trying to develop the 
characters rather than dismissing them and hoping a more exceptional 
character comes along.

N e W  c h a r ac t e r  G e N e r at i o N
the player’s actions influence what kind of new characters are most likely 
to be generated. embarking on a major expansion of military ships is likely 
to generate a new admiral. similarly, convincing alien factions to sign new 
treaties may generate an ambassador and a critical research breakthrough 
may reveal a new scientist.

the player may accomplish intelligence and counterintelligence missions 
against other empires with intelligence agents. Intelligence missions include

mission Name description relevant 
skill

sabotaging 
construction

damage ships under construction at a space 
port.

sabotage

destroy Base destroy an entire base belonging to another empire. sabotage

stealing 
territory map

steal the territory map of another empire, revealing 
all of the colonized systems of that empire.

espionage

stealing 
operations 
map

display the locations of all ships and 
bases of another empire for a short time 
(approximately 30 seconds).

espionage
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stealing 
research

steal research information from another 
empire, enabling the player to manufacture 
better components for building ships and 
bases.

espionage

steal Galaxy 
map

steal the galaxy map of another empire, 
revealing all of the exploration of that empire.

espionage

sabotage 
colony

cause a colony to lose some of its population 
and lower its development level.

sabotage

incite 
rebellion at 
colony

convince a colony to rebel and break away 
from another empire

Psyops

incite 
revolution

cause an empire to experience a revolution 
and change of government type. the new 
government type is difficult to predict – it may 
or may not be favorable to the player.

Psyops

Go under 
deep cover

Infiltrate an empire, providing ongoing 
intelligence on their Galaxy Map and operations 
Map, i.e. the player can see all of their ships, 
bases and colonies. this mission type is 
ongoing – i.e. if successful, the agent remains 
in deep cover in the target empire until either 
the player cancels their mission or the agent is 
detected by the other empire.

concealment

assassinate 
character

attempt to assassinate a character from 
another empire. this will be viewed very 
negatively if you are detected!

assassination

counter 
intelligence

uncover and disrupt enemy intelligence 
missions against targets in your empire

counter 
espionage

whenever planning a mission, there is always the risk that the agent may 
be caught or killed. If either of these outcomes occurs, there will be major 
diplomatic ramifications, which include a decline in the player’s reputation 
(something that hurts diplomacy with all other civilizations, not just the one 
against whom the mission had been planned) and especially grave damage to 
the relationship between the player and the targeted civilization.

the likelihood, however, of the agent being captured or killed can be estimated 
in advance because it is inversely correlated to the agent’s skill. the agent 
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gains skill by experience in the same way as other characters. the more 
skilled the agent, the lower the chance that they will be captured or killed; the 
more ambitious the mission, the more likely the agent will be caught. the 
player is strongly cautioned, given the diplomatic consequences, to only give 
difficult missions to highly skilled agents.

Pirate Factions are more difficult to conduct intelligence missions against. Be 
prepared for a higher risk for your agents when operating against Pirates.

m a N aG i N G  i N t e l l i G e N c e  aG e N t s
Intelligence agents may be managed through the characters screen (F4).

to assign a new mission, first cancel the existing mission, then select the 
target empire for the mission. next select the type of mission to execute. this 
includes counterintelligence missions that can contribute indefinitely until 
cancelled. If applicable, select a specific target for the mission. this is only valid 
for certain mission types, e.g. if stealing research then the player can specify 
a particular research area to target; if sabotaging a colony then the player 
must specify which colony. select a time allowed to complete the mission. 
allowing more time means better preparation and therefore a higher chance 
of success. click “assign Mission” to assign this new mission to the agent.

under the time to complete list is an estimate indicating the probability of 
mission success. when probability is near 100% this means that the mission 
will almost definitely succeed, however, this estimation does not consider any 
counter-intelligence efforts of the target empire. thus it is wise to only assign 
missions with very high success rates, ideally over 85%.

the player, though they cannot control the economy or the private sector, 
must create policy conducive to growing a healthy economy in order to raise 
tax revenues. state income has four sources: taxes on colonies, fees on 
transactions at space ports, private citizens purchasing ships for construction 
at space ports, and bonuses from free trade agreements with other empires. 
therefore the player should always try to expand their empire, ensure safe 
trade routes and open up free trade agreements with other empires.

there are a few basic strategies recommended to the player in raising revenue:
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1.  start new colonies on high quality worlds and give them time to 
develop

2. clear trade routes of pirates and space creatures

3. Maintaining consistent access to at least 10 luxury resources in 
order to reach 100% development

4. keep track of upkeep costs through the empire summary screen 
and reduce military size, troops and agents as necessary

5. Build space ports across at strategic locations, with care to avoid 
overbuilding, which can cause upkeep costs to become unsustainable

6. open up free trade agreements and eventually mutual defense 
agreements with other empires

7. use diplomacy to trade for knowledge, technology and money

8. research components that reduce maintenance costs, boost 
happiness and boost commerce
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9. colonize planets with other races that have bonuses that will help 
your empire be more efficient

10. changing government type to a more industrious one

there are several ways to monitor the health of the player’s economy. at 
the bottom of the empire summary screen (F6) is the economy panel, which 
displays a summary of the player’s state and private economies, showing 
income and expenses. “state Port Income” includes both private ship 
purchases and space port transaction fees for the current year. the player 
is advised to always keep a positive total state cash flow (cash flow + Bonus 
Income) unless they have extremely large cash reserves. this cash flow, as 
well as the player’s current cash-on-hand, is visible in the top-right of Main view.

resources are critical to the player’s economy and to building necessary 
components. there are three types of mining: gas mining, standard mining 
and luxury resource mining. the player may mine with both mining stations 
and mining ships. Mining stations are stationary bases built at resource-rich 
locations (planets, moons, asteroids or gas clouds) which extract resources 
which are then transported by freighters to the player’s nearest space 
port. Mining stations, mining ships and freights are all privately owned and 
therefore cannot be controlled by the player. However, it is imperative that 
the player facilitates private mining by exploring the galaxy for new mining 
locations and resources as well as building mining stations with construction 
ships at potentially lucrative locations. Both the expansion planner screen 
(F3) and galaxy map screen (G key) contain useful tools to help identify the 
known locations of all resources types.

another potential source of income is tourism. tourism involves transporting 
vacationing passengers from colonies to resort bases by privately-owned 
passenger ships, whether within an empire or between two empires. the 
player has no control over the private sector and, consequently, no control 
over tourism. resort bases are special star bases built at scenic locations, 
e.g. ringed planets, black holes, neutron stars, gold or crystal asteroids or 
planets with unusual ruins or ancient monuments. the player can find scenic 
locations using the galaxy map (F5). tourism is affected by (1) how scenic the 
location is and (2) the location’s proximity to wealthy colonies. Income from 
tourism depends upon the volume of tourists. this variable income is visible 
on the economy screen.
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not only is population potentially a way of winning the game (see How to 
win) but it also has major effects on the player’s economy. the player has 
no control over migration, which occurs in the private sector, primarily from 
large colonies to small ones. the player can, however, determine policies 
which encourage migration. For example, low tax rates, high development 
levels and proximity to the emigrant’s colony of origin all positively influence 
migration rates. Inter-empire migration, though more rare, can happen, as 
well. Bonuses result once alien races reach ten million.

as previously mentioned, pirates are a threat to trade and therefore 
not only to maintaining good relations with other civilizations, but to the 
availability of resources to colonies. Pirates can ambush the player’s 
freighters and attack outlying mining stations, and with every successful 
attack their numbers grow. Pirates thrive in the lawless political vacuum 
of uncolonized areas and are more prevalent at the beginning of the game 
when much of the galaxy is uncolonized. Pirates belong to factions which 
have bases and possibly a fleet of military ships. these bases are typically 
located at a good fuel source (like a gas giant or gas cloud) in a quiet 
system within reach of major trade routes. Pirates are ruthless and even 
attack other pirate factions. the player may escort their ships and patrol 
their mining stations, but is advised to mercilessly wipe out the pirates as 
soon as possible.

Pirates can, however, be somewhat useful. the player often can purchase 
information from pirates, such as maps, contact with new empires, locations 
of independent alien colonies and ancient ruins or other intriguing galactic 
phenomena. Pirates may also offer the player protection deals, hired 
mercenaries, and even permanent alliances. Pirate factions may be contacted 
using the diplomacy screen (F5).

there is strength in numbers; inversely, there is weakness in isolation. Going 
it alone has had a low success rate in military history. the player, then, is 
strongly recommended to make a high priority of diplomacy.

the player’s relationship with other empires is affected by the following: (1) 
trade volume, (2) government type, (3) gifts, (4) relationships with friends, 
(5) competition for systems or for resources, (6) blockades, (7) attacks from 
other empires, (8) intercepted intelligence missions, and (9) reputation.
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diplomatic relationships can take on several types. these include (1) free 
trade agreements, (2) mutual defense pacts, (3) subjugated dominion, (4) 
trade sanctions or (5) simply having no relationship at all.

Maintaining a good reputation is as important in galactic domination as in social 
life. though certain empires, because of their varied forms of government, 
are more sensitive to the player’s reputation than others, it is imperative 
that the player be conscious of their reputation in decision-making. the 
player’s reputation depends upon the following factors: unprovoked attacks 
on others, invading an independent colony rather than simply colonizing it, 
declaring war on another empire, failing to honor mutual defense pacts, 
destroying pirates (a positive effect) and intercepted intelligence missions 
against other empires.

as noted in the economy section, for a colony to develop optimally, it must 
have access to at least 10 luxury resources. unless the player somehow has 
all 10 and does not need to engage in trade, their economy and their colony 
development depend on opening up trade with as many empires as possible. 
this can have major consequences, especially in games which are decided 
by economic output, population size or strategic value (time limit).

each race also has certain key resources that give its colonies additional 
bonuses and these are often hard to acquire in large quantities without 
diplomacy and trade.

changing diplomatic relationships can mean requesting a free trade 
agreement or a mutual defense pact. the player may propose these things 
to the other empire, but they are not in effect until the other accepts it; some 
actions, however, are unilateral, such as cancelling an existing treaty, declaring 
war or imposing trade sanctions upon another empire. the likelihood of the 
other empire accepting the given proposal depends primarily upon their 
relationship with the player (namely whether or not they like the player).

the player may ingratiate themselves with another empire by giving them 
gifts; the greater the gift, usually (but not always), the greater the impact on 
diplomatic relations. Gift-giving that is too frequent, however, has little impact 
on the other empire as they come to take it for granted.

on the other hand, the player may not want esteem; instead, they may 
want to send a warning to the other empire. these warnings can be to 
stop intelligence against the player, stop attacks against the player, or to 
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remove military forces from systems controlled by the player. the empire 
may or may not take heed to any of these warnings; they are more likely to 
listen to those whom they esteem or those whom they fear. warnings, the 
player must keep in mind, might just offend the other empire; therefore, the 
player is advised to use warnings sparingly, and only for reasons of grave 
importance.

t h e  d i P lo m ac Y  s c r e e N
Pressing F5 in Main view brings up the diplomacy screen. at the left of the 
screen is a list of all the empires encountered thus far, including pirate 
factions. at the top of the list is the player. selecting an empire will show that 
empire’s relationships to all other empires. each colored line corresponds to 
a diplomatic relation: grey means no relationship; the meanings of the other 
colors are at the right of the screen.

each row also shows total annual trade volume between the selected empire 
and the empire corresponding to the row. any bonuses from free trade 
agreements or mutual defense pacts are displayed next to the trade volume. 
clicking on any empire will display further details at the right in the empire 
summary panel.
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this empire summary panel shows the empire’s flag, its name, dominant 
race (as well as characteristics and bonuses of that race) and other races 
part of the empire, a summary of the empire, the government type, number 
of colonies, reputation, military strength, and current relationship with the 
player (including factors influencing this relationship).

at top-right of the diplomacy screen is a “speak” 
button with which to initiate a conversation with the 
currently selected empire. this allows the player 
to offer treaties, declare war, trade items, or give 
gifts to the other empire. other empires may also 
choose to initiate conversations with the player.

there are a number of topics to discuss with other 
empires: changing diplomatic relationships (to, say, 
war), sending gifts, sending warnings, or making 
trade proposals. the conversation screen displays 
a picture of the empire with whom the player is 
speaking at the top. under this is their message 
to the player. at the bottom are the conversation 
options to speak with them. clicking one of these 
options will respond to the other empire.

the player may also make trade proposals, for example, offering to swap 
territory maps (all the systems where the empire has colonies) or galaxy 
maps (all the empire’s exploration), or sell technology that the other empire 
does not yet have. exactly which items that the other empire is willing to share 
depends upon how friendly their relationship is with the player—the friendlier 
it is, the more likely they are to share with the player.

diplomacy is not an isolated part of Distant Worlds. rather, it must be 
coordinated with all the player’s other strategies, economic, military or 
otherwise. with all of these, diplomacy ought to relate synergistically.

to compete, the player must constantly develop and deploy new technologies. 
Better technology can mean improvements in all areas of your empire, from ship 
weapons and shields to planetary facilities, improved commerce and access to 
new worlds for colonization. the right technological breakthrough at the right 
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time can change the course of the game, so players should always dedicate a 
substantial portion of their resources to creating and upgrading research labs.

the player can emphasize research in particular areas by building 
corresponding laboratories in space ports and research bases, which should 
be built in the best locations and well defended. research potential is partially 
based on the population and development of the player’s colonies.

research speed will increase as the empire’s strategic value increases until 
it reaches a natural limit—large empires have only a marginal research 
advantage over medium-sized ones.

l a B o r ato r i e s
there are three different types of laboratories in which to do research 
corresponding to the four areas of technology:

1. energy (& construction): shields, engines, thrusters, hyperdrives, 
reactors, energy collectors, mining, construction.

2. High tech (& Industrial): sensors, combat targeting, countermeasures, 
command centers, commerce centers, research labs, life support, 
habitation models, medical centers, recreation centers, storage, 
command and control, commerce, docking, transport and colonization 
modules.

3. weapons: beam weapons, area weapons, torpedo weapons, star 
fighters, missiles and armor.

space ports have built-in laboratories, but the player can build dedicated 
facilities for more productive research. these specialized labs can gain 
research bonuses simply by being located near special galactic anomalies. 
these anomalies may include orbit around neutron stars, inside the radiation 
zones of supernovae, and on the edge of black holes. some planets also 
contain ruins that can provide significant benefits to research – thorough 
exploration will discover these locations.

r e s e a r c h
research is divided into three separate areas: weapons, energy & 
construction Hightech & Industrial. each area includes different types of 
technology. the research screen has a dedicated tech tree for each research 
area. click the tabs at the top of the screen to switch between tech trees.
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u s i N G  t h e  t ec h  t r e e s
each tech tree contains all of the research projects for that area. click a 
project to queue it up for research. You can queue up as many projects as 
you like in a tech tree. each project will begin immediately after its preceding 
project(s) are completed.

note that many projects require multiple parent projects to first be completed 
before they can be researched. If any of the lines leading to a project are red, 
then the preceding project must first be researched. Hovering over a project 
in the tech tree will provide further details on the project, including what 
prerequisites must first be met before the project can be researched.

You can cancel a research project by right-clicking on it. all other subsequent 
queued projects will be moved up the queue.

some research projects are limited to specific alien races – these cannot 
be researched by anyone else. However these techs can sometimes be 
obtained through other means. For example you might be able to trade this 
tech with a race that has it. note though that if you obtain a tech through trade, 
you cannot then trade it away to another empire – you do not understand the 
tech well enough to explain it to someone else.

c r a s h  r e s e a r c h
to obtain research breakthroughs faster you can initiate crash research 
programs. this means that by spending money you can accelerate a 
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research project 3 times faster than normal. to begin a crash research 
program click the currently researching project in a tech tree (i.e. the first 
project in the queue). a prompt will indicate the cost of the crash program and 
ask you to confirm the spending. research projects in a crash program are 
indicated in the tech tree by a lightning bolt icon at lower right of the project.

r e s e a r c h  s t at i o N s
research is performed at research labs built into your bases. space ports 
have built-in research labs that are used by your scientists and engineers. 
But it is important to also build dedicated research facilities to maximize your 
research output.

all of your research stations are shown on the last tab of the research 
screen. this list shows the amount of research in each of the three areas at 
each of these bases.

You can move the view to the selected research station by clicking the button 
“Go to research station”.

the research window (F7) gives the player information about research 
facilities and about research progress in each of the component areas. the 
player can view statistics about each research facility and its respective 
efficacy in each of the three areas of technology listed above. at the bottom 
of the screen is the total research capacity and the actual output. this is the 
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maximum research power from the player’s colonies, related to the colonies’ 
population and development level. also displayed here is any research bonus 
or handicap from the player’s government style and dominant race.

the player can compare their “maximum potential” research output with their 
actual research output (which is represented by a red background) in each 
of the categories. these are the player’s maximum research power spread 
across current research facilities. If research facilities are inadequate, actual 
output will be capped to the capacity of research facilities.

Ideally, actual output figures in each of the areas should total to the same 
value as the total empire Potential at the top of the screen. If the total actual 
output is less than this, then the player should build more research facilities 
to harness the unused research potential in the empire.

the speed of progress in each area depends upon the number of 
corresponding laboratories the player has built.

to t a l  e m P i r e  r e s e a r c h  P o t e N t i a l
this is the maximum research power from your empires colonies, and 
relates to your colonies population and development level. this research 
potential must be unlocked by building adequate research stations. thus you 
should build enough research stations so that their total research capacity 
(see below) always exceeds your total empire research Potential.

space-based Pirate empires have much lower research Potential (due to 
much lower population) than planetary empires.

to t a l  r e s e a r c h  c a P ac i t Y  a N d  ac t ua l  o u t P u t
the total research capacity for all of your research stations is shown below 
the list. this is a simple total of all of the research power of your labs in each 
of the three research areas.

under this is the actual output (red background) in each of the three areas 
(weapons, energy, Hightech). this is your empire’s potential research power 
spread across your current research stations. If your research stations are 
inadequate, your actual research output will be capped to the capacity of your 
research stations.

note that your actual output also includes any bonuses for your empire, such 
as the following:
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 } racial research bonuses
 } research bonuses from your government type
 } research bonuses from scientists, Governors and leaders
 } Bonuses in one of the three research areas from a research 

station built at a special research location
 } any special research bonuses from ancient ruins you control

r e s e a r c h a B l e  c o m P o N e N t s
components are used to construct ships and bases. each type of component 
provides specialized abilities. as research progresses, new components 
with greater ability are invented and can be used. For more information on 
components, consult the component section in the Galactopedia.

the player is again reminded that everything in Distant Worlds cannot 
be understood as a part of the game without respect to the whole of the 
game. that is, just as colonization depends upon technology, technological 
capabilities depend largely upon strategic value. everything works together, 
just as they will in any good strategy. like in any complicated strategy 
game, the whole of a strategy and indeed the whole of an empire cannot be 
understood merely as the sum of its parts but only as its gestalt.

while previous sections in this manual have included references to how 
pirates play and how they affect the game, this section is intended as a one 
stop reference to understand all the elements of Pirate gameplay.

h o W  d o  t h e Y  P l a Y ?
“Pirates” is a generic term in Distant Worlds  which is used to designate 
an entirely space-based faction, with a focus on survival and a tougher 
path for growth than a planetary empire. Pirates are not necessarily 
evil, chaotic and destructive, though they can be played that way. Pirate 
factions usually start with one space port orbiting a fuel-providing gas 
giant, several military ships, a few private ships, one construction ship and 
possibly one resupply ship.

If a pirate faction loses all its space ports and all its construction and resupply 
ships, it is considered to be eliminated. often any survivors will join another 
pirate faction or planetary empire before this point is reached.
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construction ships are a very valuable resource for pirates. each faction has a 
working hyperspace-capable construction ship, but cannot immediately build 
more. they do however start with the technology to rapidly travel between 
the stars and to capture or raid for anything they may need.

d i f f e r e N t  P l a Y s t Y l e s
From the start, when you choose your species and Pirate playstyle, these 
choices greatly affect how your pirate faction will play. the playstyle is the 
most significant choice, with each adding bonuses or penalties to various 
parts of the game as well as unique victory conditions.

Balanced Playstyle: this faction has no significant advantages or 
disadvantages and is able to play as any of the other playstyles, just not quite 
as well. If you want to try a bit of everything, this is the playstyle to choose.

mercenary Playstyle: Focused on attack and defense missions. Good at 
capturing enemy ships and conducting raids. can maintain a larger military 
fleet. Improved weapons and energy research, slow High tech research. 
strong hidden bases which can be built quickly and inexpensively.
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raider Playstyle: the most “nomadic” of the pirate playstyles. Focused 
on raids and ship and base capture at which they are unsurpassed, weak at 
smuggling. slightly higher maintenance costs. Bonus on weapons research, 
but slow High tech research. Base building is slow and expensive.

smuggler Playstyle: the most peaceful of the pirate playstyles. Focused 
on smuggling and trade, weak at raids and ship and base capture. slow to 
research weapons, but bonuses to energy and High tech research. Fastest 
to take over planets completely, very hard to remove from a planet once they 
have facilities there.

P i r at e  ec o N o m Y
Pirates do not make money the same way normal planetary empires do.

Pirates do not make money the same way normal planetary empires do. 
overall their income is much less stable and relies on a much more active 
playstyle to maintain and grow.

Protection agreements are the easiest way to make money. these can be 
offered to any empire through the diplomacy screen. If they are intimidated 
enough, they will accept and pay you regularly to leave them alone. Between 
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Pirate factions, these are considered truces and do not involve any payment, 
but can also be easily broken.

controlled colonies represent income your faction gains through increasing 
its influence on a colony. this can be an independent colony or one belonging to 
another empire. larger colonies in terms of population are much harder to control 
than smaller colonies. as pirate influence on a planet increases, the planet’s 
corruption also increases and a portion of the planet’s economy is redirected to 
the pirate faction. depending on the pirate playstyle, this can represent anything 
from an actual tribute payment to running the planetary black market.

Pirate missions give rewards for attacking or defending targets. If you 
complete a pirate mission successfully, your reputation with the planet 
or empire that requested the mission increases. this will result in future 
missions being more lucrative. However if you fail, your mission rewards 
may decrease or you may simply be offered fewer missions.

looting destroyed ships and scrapping captured ships is income 
gained from the simple act of using your own ships to cause mayhem. this 
section also applies to bases. It is entirely possible to raid a base for valuable 
loot and then earn more income by destroying it afterwards.

smuggling and mining are the most peaceful sources of income for 
Pirates. smuggling rewards are earned through completing Pirate smuggling 
Missions. Mining is earned through the sale of resources to other factions. 
Having a good network of mines, especially for rare and in demand resources, 
along with enough freighters to take on smuggling missions when they are 
not busy with your own resource needs is a great way to earn extra income.

selling information is done through the diplomacy screen and can be very 
lucrative, especially in the age of shadows where the planetary empires 
start off with much less knowledge and technology than the Pirate factions. 
Beware though, any knowledge or technology you sell may end up being 
used against you!

resorts are a source of income for Pirates just as they are for empires. 
Build them near systems with large planetary populations and on locations 
with large scenery bonuses for the best results.

raids can result in direct credit income, which is reported here. loot from raids can 
also be in the form of resources or research, which would be reported separately.
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c o N t r o l l i N G  c o lo N i e s
one of the key strategies for a pirate 
faction is colony control. any pirate 
ship from your faction, whether 
an explorer, an armed frigate or a 
peaceful smuggler, will increase your 
influence on a planet. Intimidation is 
the fastest way to increase influence, 
so military power in orbit works more 
quickly than smuggling missions, and 
a successful raid can result in a very 
significant influence increase.

up to three Pirate factions can have influence on any single planet, but only 
one can have full control.

on any planet, influence decays over time and can only be regained by having 
a presence at the planet, typically by having ships nearby. If multiple pirate 
factions have ships near a planet, their relative strength will determine who 
gains influence and who loses influence, so an occasional smuggling ship will 
not trump the influence of an orbiting pirate fleet.

the larger the population of a planet, the more difficult it is to fully control. 
some large planets may not be possible to fully control, so Pirate factions 
tend to focus on small and medium population planets where they can have 
more influence. large population planets are worth some effort though as 
they typically have much larger planetary incomes as well and thus reward 
a pirate faction with influence with more siphoned revenue than a smaller 
planet would.

h i d d e N  Ba s e s ,  fo r t r e s s e s  a N d  c r i m i N a l  N e t Wo r k s
as your influence on a planet increases, the 
option to build permanent facilities on the planet 
will be unlocked. each of these facilities secures 
your control over a planet and gives your entire 
pirate faction certain valuable bonuses.

hidden Pirate Base: at 50% control, the option 
to build a Hidden Pirate Base becomes available. 
this is the first structure a pirate faction can 

a controlled colony
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build on a planet. once complete, it secures your 
influence so that your control of the planet can 
never decay below 50%, significantly increases 
your income from the planet and increased 
planetary corruption while also increasing 
research potential for your entire faction by 50%. 
while under construction, it is very vulnerable 
to destruction by enemy raids. once complete, 
it is less vulnerable but still has a chance to be 

destroyed by a successful enemy pirate raid and can be directly attacked 
by the colony owner as well, which initiates a ground battle against the base 
defenders. the colony owner can do this by selecting the facility and clicking 
“attack” within the facilities tab on the colony screen.

hidden Pirate fortress:  requires 100% control as 
well as a finished Hidden Pirate Base. this is a significant 
upgrade to a Hidden Pirate Base in every respect and also 
secures your control of the planet at 100%, preventing 
further decay.

criminal Network: this is the ultimate goal of most Pirate lords. on a planet 
which already has a Hidden Pirate Fortress, a criminal network once complete 
will give the Pirate faction complete control over the planet, removing the 
planet from the control of its current owner and giving it to the pirate faction. 
once this is complete, the Pirate faction can now build and use the colony just 
as a planetary empire would, including building colony ships and construction 
ship. each colony actually owned by a pirate faction adds a significant bonus 
to that pirate faction’s victory level, above and beyond other victory conditions. 
the criminal network is the path away from a nomadic space existence and 
towards ultimate galactic power.

r a i d s
raids can be assigned to any pirate ship with assault pods. raids can 
be targeted on planets, stations or bases. the goal of a raid is not 
to conquer or destroy, but to loot. the type of target influences the 

type of loot gained. Planets are the most dangerous targets but also the most 
likely to give the largest rewards, though more specialized locations such as 
mining stations and research stations, which are much easier to raid, will give 
more focused rewards.
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raids can damage their target. For planetary raids, the economy of the planet 
is damaged for some time after a raid and the happiness of the planetary 
population is also reduced. while a raid also increased your influence 
and control over a planet more quickly than any other mechanism, if you 
continue raiding a planet, your income from control will decrease along with 
the damage caused by the raid, so you must weigh short term gain against 
long term gain when deciding how often to raid or whether to simply siphon 
income from a planet more gradually.

targets that have recently been raided are less likely to have much in the way 
of loot for repeated raids.

P i r at e  m i s s i o N s
Pirate Missions come in three types – attack, defense and smuggling

an attack mission can be requested by any faction, including a pirate faction. 
choose a target and use the “request attack Mission” button on the bottom of 
the selection window to post a mission which pirate factions can bid on. attack 
missions have an expiration date. If the target has not been successfully 
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attacked by the time the mission expires, the mission 
reward is forfeit.

a defense mission can also be requested by any faction, 
including a pirate faction. as with the attack mission, choose a 
target for the defense mission and use the “request defense 
Mission” button on the bottom of the selection window to  
post the mission. as 
with attack missions, 
there is an expiration 
date. the target must be 
defended from the time 

the mission is accepted until the expiration date. 
If the target is attacked successfully during that 
time through any means, the mission fails and 
the reward is forfeit.

a smuggling mission can be requested for 
any planetary target. click on the “request 
smuggling Mission” button on the bottom of 
the selection window to post the mission. You 
can choose to either request smuggling for all 
resources that are in low supply or to focus 
your request on a single resource. Focusing 
on a single resource will generally address 

that specific shortage much more quickly, but when there is a shortage in 
more than one resource, a general smuggling mission will be more helpful.

For all Pirate Missions, completing a mission successfully increases your 
reputation with the faction or independent that posted the mission. this will 
result in being offered more missions in the future and those missions 
having better rewards. Failing missions will cause the opposite result.

You can find this new screen through the empire comparison (v) screen, 
where it is on the tab to the right of the victory conditions.

the new victory and achievements screen tracks your progress in a number 
of areas throughout the game, awarding you medals and achievements based 
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on your accomplishments and allowing you to review the same for the other 
factions in the galaxy. any game that is actually completed (victory or defeat) 
will also have its result stored permanently for comparison to future games, 
along with a record of achievements earned. only achievements earned from 
completed games count towards your permanent collection of achievements.

every part of the galaxy can be edited in the built-
in game editor, a tool which can be accessed 
using the Game editor button under the scrolling 
message list.

to place new items in the galaxy select an item 
from one of the panels at the left. then, left-click 
in the main view to place the new item. to remove 
an item select one of the erase tools in the clear 
Items panel at the left. then left-click any item in 
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the main view to remove it. For example, to place a new empire colony first 
select the empire from the dropdown list. then, left-click an unclaimed planet 
or moon to place the colony. For more specific information on placing items, 
consult the Galactopedia.

to edit an existing item simply double-click it. this will display an edit panel at 
the right of the screen where you can adjust any properties of the item. clicking 
outside the edit panel immediately applies any changes made to the item.

to edit the details of any empire click on the edit empires button. this will 
display a list of all empires in the galaxy. From here you can select a single 
empire to edit.

to exit the game editor click the exit editor button at the top of the editor panel. 
You will be returned to the game, where you can then save the game from the 
game menu as usual.

once researched, facilities may be built on planets to give a planet a variety 
of bonuses, ranging from increased defense and planetary shields, to higher 
trade, research, happiness or ship construction

wonders are unique planetary facilities that may only be built once in the 
galaxy. once built, they cannot be built again elsewhere. wonders usually 
provide very significant bonuses to the colony where they are built. 
technologies that grant the ability to build a wonder generally either have 
other advantages or are required to progress further in that research branch.

each facility or wonder also has a maintenance cost, so keep this in mind 
when deciding what you can afford to build.

there are a number of hotkeys available in Distant Worlds which make 
micromanagement much easier and faster.
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f1 Galactopedia Help screen

f2 colonies screen

f3 expansion Planner screen

f4 characters screen

f5 diplomacy screen

f6 Your empire summary screen

f7 research screen

f8 ship designs screen

f9 Build order screen

f10 construction Yards screen

f11 ships and Bases screen

f12 Fleets screen

G Galaxy Map screen

h Message History screen

v empire comparison and victory conditions screen

o Game options screen

Pause or spacebar Pauses or resumes the game

escape displays the Game menu

arrow keys scrolls the main view up/down/left/right

Backspace zooms to the selected item

insert zooms the main view to system level

delete zooms the main view to sector level

end zooms the main view to Galaxy level

home zooms the main view to 100%

Page up zooms the main view out

Page down zooms the main view In

+ Increases game speed by one level

– decreases game speed by one level

N Move forward in selection history

B Move backward in selection history
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l locks/unlocks the main view on the currently selected item

Z selects the nearest available military ship to the current 
location

c cycles your colonies in the selection panel (shift cycles 
backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

P cycles your space Ports in the selection panel (shift 
cycles backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

m cycles your Military ships in the selection panel (shift 
cycles backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

Y cycles your construction ships in the selection panel 
(shift cycles backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

x cycles your exploration and colony ships in the selection 
panel (shift cycles backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

f cycles your Fleets in the selection panel (shift cycles 
backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

i cycles your Idle ships in the selection panel (shift cycles 
backwards, ctrl cycles and moves view)

e commands the selected ship to escape from attackers

r commands the selected ship to refuel at the nearest 
refueling point

a automates the selected ship

s stops the selected ship, cancelling the current mission

comma cycles engagement ranges of selected military ship or 
fleet

d toggles the display, alternating between detailed and 
simple views

t toggles screen elements on/off: selection panel, map, 
scrolling message list

0-9 selection hotkeys for stored items – press key once to 
select, twice to move to item

ctrl 0-ctrl 9 Hotkey storage – store items for later quick selection

ctrl-left mouse click centers main view on location clicked and zooms in to 100%

Num keypad 0 takes a screenshot, storing the picture in the 
“screenshots” folder
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S I N G L E  U S E  S O F T W A R E  L I C E N S E  A G R E E M E N T 
READ THIS SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT (“LICENSE”) CAREFULLY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO INSTALL 
THE SOFTWARE. BY PRESSING “AGREE,” YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. IF 
YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE, PRESS “DISAGREE”. THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT 
IS A LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND MATRIX GAMESLTD. AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES, 
AFFILIATES OR SUB LICENSEES.

1. General. This software product in its entirety is copyrighted and is protected by international law. The 
software and any accompanying documentation or media including this License whether on disk, in 
read only memory, or in any other form is licensed, not sold, to you by Matrix Games Ltd. and is for use 
only under the terms of this License. Matrix Games reserve all rights not expressly granted to you. The 
rights granted herein are limited and do not include any patents or intellectual property rights. Matrix 
Games expressly retains ownership of the Software itself. 

2. Permitted License Uses and Restrictions. This License allows you to install and use one copy 
of the Software on a single computer at any time. This License does not allow the Software to exist 
on more than one computer at a time, and you may not make the Software available over a network 
where it could be used by multiple computers at the same time. You may not copy, reproduce, translate, 
decompile, reverse engineer, disassemble, modify, or create derivative works from the assembled 
code or any part thereof. The software may contain an Editor that allows purchaser to create new 
assets, modify existing assets or files or create custom levels, scenarios or other materials for use 
solely in connection with the existing software (“new materials”). Purchaser is not permitted to use, or 
allow third parties to use the Editor and/or any new materials created, for any commercial purposes 
whatsoever, or in any other software, without the express prior written permission of Matrix Games 
Ltd. Any persons so doing is committing an offence and or a copyright violation and will be subject to 
appropriate civil or criminal action at the discretion Matrix Games Ltd. 

3. Game Servers. Use of the software by purchaser on Slitherine’s servers is allowed entirely at the 
discretion of Slitherine, who at their sole discretion reserve the right to remove, deny or prevent any 
purchaser from using the Companies servers for any reason whatsoever including unreasonable, 
abusive or offensive language or behaviour and without consultation or notice.

4. Support & Multiplayer. In certain situations and at their sole discretion Matrix Games Ltd. may 
refuse technical support and/or access to multiplayer or online functionality, including but not limited 
to the following; the user attempts or assist other to bypass security measures on the software, or the 
user is abusive to Matrix Games staff and or it’s community, or Matrix Games has reason to suspect 
the user is attempting to cheat or assisting others to cheat, or Matrix Games suspect that the person or 
entity is not the original purchaser of the software or Matrix Games at its sole discretion has terminated 
the Licence.

5. Transfer. Purchaser may not rent, lease, lend or sublicense the Software to any person or entity. 

6. Termination. This License is effective until terminated. Your rights under this License will terminate 
automatically without notice from Matrix Games if you fail to comply with any term(s) of this License. 
Upon the termination of this License, you shall cease all use of the Software.

7. Warranty. This Software is provided without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied, 
including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, which are hereby 
disclaimed. In no event will Matrix Games Ltd be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential 
damages resulting from possession, use, or malfunction of this software product. 

8. Disclaimer. You expressly acknowledge and agree that use of the software is at your sole risk and 
that the entire risk as to satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy and effort rests with you. The 
software is provided “as is”; with all faults and without warranty of any kind, and Matrix Games Ltd or 
their licensors, subsidiaries, affiliates or sub licensees hereby disclaim all warranties and conditions 
with respect to the software, express, implied or statutory. Matrix Games do not warrant against 
interference of your enjoyment of the software, nor that the functions contained in the software will 
meet your requirements, nor that the operation of the software will be uninterrupted or error-free, or 
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that defects in the software will be corrected. No oral or written information or advice given by Matrix 
Games or any authorized representative shall create a warranty. Should the software prove defective, 
you assume the entire cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correction.

9. Limitation of Liability. Is restricted to the full extent not prohibited by law, in no event will Matrix 
Games be liable for personal injury, or any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages 
whatsoever, including, without limitation, damages for loss of profits, loss of data, business interruption 
or any other commercial damages or losses, arising out of or related to your use or inability to use the 
software, however caused, regardless of the theory of liability (contract, tort or otherwise) and even 
if Matrix Games has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event shall Matrix Games 
Ltd’s total liability to you for all damages (other than as may be required by applicable law in cases 
involving personal injury) exceed the amount which the purchaser paid for the software or Fifty US 
Dollars ($50) whichever is less. The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above stated remedy 
fails in its essential purpose.

10. Controlling Law and Severability. This License will be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the laws of England and Wales. If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any 
provision, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable, the remainder of this License shall continue in full 
force and effect. 

11. Complete Agreement; Governing Language. This License constitutes the entire agreement 
between the parties with respect to the use of the Software licensed herein and supersedes all prior 
or contemporaneous understandings regarding such subject matter. No amendment to or modification 
of this License will be binding unless in writing and signed by Matrix Games Ltd. Any translation of 
this License is done for local requirements only In the event of a dispute between the English and any 
non-English versions; the English version of this License shall govern.
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